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NEWS

FASTHOUSE LANDS 470-LODGE CONTRACT
AT CENTER PARCS LONGFORD
Limavady based manufacturing
firm, FastHouse, has been
awarded a major contract for
the manufacture and installation
of 470 holiday lodges at Center
Parcs in Longford. FastHouse’s
installation teams have already
commenced work on the
10-month build programme at
the 400-acre Longford forest site
in Ballymahon. It is set to open in
2019. FastHouse was awarded the
deal by John Sisk & Son, the main
contractor of the €233million
project. Sisk will oversee the
construction of the lodges,
30 apartments and the centre
buildings (including the Center
Parcs Subtropical Swimming
Paradise, restaurants, bars and

shops). FastHouse manufactures
modular open and closed
panel timber frame systems
for the construction industry.
Its automated manufacturing
facility extends to 200,000 sq ft
with FastHouse’s closed panel
product its primary focus for the
housing market. The win comes
after a successful 12 months for
the company. In March 2017, the
company completed its first high
profile project – the manufacture
and installation of 14 holiday
lodges at the Killyhevlin Lakeside
Hotel & Spa in Enniskillen.
For more information on
Fasthouse, telephone
028 7744 6363 or visit
www.fast-house.eu

I.T.S. CHOOSES YELLOW
RIBBON AS CHARITY PARTNER
Portadown-based Industry Training Services
(ITS) has chosen local suicide awareness
organisation Yellow Ribbon as its official charity
partner. ITS Managing Director Brendan Crealey
said, “As a family firm, ITS feels very much part of
the local community and it is a role we take very
seriously as we aim to make a positive impact
on the lives of people around us. As one of the
greatest causes of death in Northern Ireland,
suicide leaves a devastating and damaging
legacy on families so the work carried out by
charities such as Yellow Ribbon has an absolutely
invaluable part to play in the drive to reduce the
numbers affected. Through a range of fundraising
events, ITS staff and our customers hope to
support those efforts and make a real difference
in the fight to save lives.”
For more information on ITS, telephone
028 3839 8700 or visit www.
industrytrainingservices.com

GRAHAM BEGINS WORK ON £17M BELFAST PROJECT
Co. Down-based GRAHAM
Construction has started work
on the £17million Erskine House
development in Belfast city centre.
The mixed purpose development is
scheduled for handover in February
2019 and comprises ground floor
retail units and approximately
100,000sq ft of high end office
accommodation.
Commenting on the Erskine House
contract, Jonathan Hall, Regional
Managing Director, GRAHAM
Construction, said, “Winning this
contract is a major endorsement
4 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

of GRAHAM as one of the
UK’s leading construction
companies. Erskine House is an
iconic Belfast project and we
are delighted to be playing a
part in reinvigorating this city
centre space.”
The company is currently
working on over 100 live sites
(50 building, 44 civils and 14 fitout) across the UK and Ireland
and recently announced that it
is set to hit a record £400million
worth of live construction projects
in Northern Ireland.

For more information on Graham
Construction, telephone 028 9268 9500
or visit www.graham.co.uk
FOLLOW US ON:
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DEMOLITION

BRICK AND BLOCK BUILDING OFFERS A VERY UNIQUE SERVICE TO THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY/PROPERTY DEVELOPER…

Specialists in their field

H

eaded up by experienced
building professional John
Minish, the company specialises
in knocking buildings, crushing them
and using these crushed materials for
access roads. John and his team are
also happy to dig the foundations and
pour them while they’re on site. Brick
and Block Building isn’t just a specialist
in demolition; the company offers the
full package, differentiating it from
similar firms in the industry.
An experienced bricklayer by trade,
John noticed a gap in the market
after working in Dublin during the
boom. “Once the downturn began
we decided to change our company’s
priorities from mainline construction to
recycling. We started off with a small
second-hand crusher before moving
onto two brand new crushers.” The

company weathered
the recession
by remaining a
tight, solid unit
consisting of a
few experienced,
dependable men.
“I run a tight ship
and my team are
excellent at what
they do. I don’t
have a lot of men
on site just to increase the numbers
– we’re an honest, straightforward
company offering a unique service
across Ireland.” Few builders can offer
the type of service John is bringing to
the market. “As well as knocking down
a building, crushing it and using the
materials for access roads, we can also
deal with other environmental issues

on site. Once we’re on site, we’re also
very happy to dig the foundations
and pour them.” Whether it’s rock,
stone, masonry, hardcore, housing or
even raising rock on farms, John and
his team have the experience and
capabilities to deal with it.
T: 048 3884 9314 or 07850 505 326
E: info@jrminish.co.uk

BRICK
AND
BLOCK
B U I L D I N G, D E M O L I T I O N C O N T R AC T I N G S E RV I C E S
19 Lisbane Road, Scarva. Co. Armagh, BT63 6LN
T: 028 3884 9314 | M: 07850 505 326 | E: info@jrminish.co.uk
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RICS AWARDS, NORTHERN IRELAND

SOME OF NORTHERN IRELAND’S MOST INNOVATIVE PROPERTY PROJECTS HAVE BEEN
SHORTLISTED FOR PRESTIGIOUS INDUSTRY ACCOLADES…

Shortlist announced for RICS NI Awards

T

he shortlist for the
Titanic Hotel, Belfast.
annual RICS Awards
2018, Northern Ireland
has been announced, with
35 projects in the running for
these prestigious awards.
The awards recognise
exemplary built projects
that contribute positively to
Northern Ireland, and this
year has seen the highest
number of entries in their
28-year history.
through Innovation sponsored by
Schemes of all sizes and budgets from
Forbo; Infrastructure; Regeneration;
all over Northern Ireland are now in
Residential; and Tourism and Leisure.
with a chance of gaining acclaimed
The RICS Awards 2018, Northern
industry recognition along with the
Ireland, will be presented at The La
teams behind them.
Mon Hotel & Spa, Belfast on May
A wide variety of projects has been
24. All category winners will go on
shortlisted across the eight categories
to compete against other regional
of the awards scheme – Building
winners at the national RICS Awards
Conservation; Commercial sponsored
Grand Final in November 2018.
by Sika; Community Benefit; Design
The winners of each category will

Ballycopeland Windmill.

Deerpark Cottage.

also be in with a chance of winning
the top prize, the highly esteemed
Project of the Year title, presented
to the scheme which demonstrates
overall outstanding best practice and
an exemplary commitment to adding
value to its local area.
For further information,
contact Susan Mason at RICS
e: smason@rics.org or 028 9032 2877
or go to www.rics.org/awards

Shortlisted projects
FULL LIST OF SHORTLISTED
PROJECTS FOR 2018 RICS
AWARDS, NORTHERN
IRELAND:
BUILDING CONSERVATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ballycopeland Windmill
Deerpark Cottage, Bellaghy
One Sussex Place, Belfast
The Pump House, Portadown
The Tropical Ravine
Titanic Hotel Belfast
Union Theological College

COMMUNITY BENEFIT

REGENERATION

• Connswater Community Greenway
• Foyle College, Ebrington Primary
School & Nursery
• John Paul II Primary School, Belfast
• Killean Primary School, Newry
• Portaferry Market House
• St Mary’s Primary School, Banbridge
• St. Bronagh’s Primary School,
Rostrevor
• Tannaghmore Primary School,
Lurgan

• Foyle College, Ebrington Primary
School & Nursery
• Newry Leisure Centre
• One Sussex Place, Belfast
• Rosemount Mews, Greyabbey
• St. Bronagh’s Primary School,
Rostrevor
• The Pump House, Portadown
• The Weaving Works

DESIGN THROUGH INNOVATION
COMMERCIAL
•
•
•
•
•

Bunzl Ireland
City Quays 2
Colby House, Belfast
Fallahogey Studio, Kilrea
LacPatrick Dairy Technology Centre,
Artigarvan
• New Laser Testing Facility
• The Weaving Works
• Ulster Carpets Dye House
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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• Better Gym, Belfast
• Fallahogey Studio, Kilrea
• Omagh Hospital & Primary Care
Complex

INFRASTRUCTURE
• Connswater Community Greenway
• Enniskillen Ambulance Station
• Omagh Hospital & Primary Care
Complex

RESIDENTIAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beltoy House, Carrickfergus
Catherine Place, Bangor
Deerpark Cottage, Bellaghy
Rathgill, Bangor
Rosemount Mews, Greyabbey
Sloan Street, Lisburn

TOURISM & LEISURE
•
•
•
•
•

Belfast City Hall Exhibition
Newry Leisure Centre
Rainey Endowed Sports Complex
Silverbirch Hotel, Omagh
Titanic Hotel Belfast
NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE | 7

COMPANY NEWS

DEMAND FOR JOINERY SERVICES IS ON THE UP AT MOFFETT THALLON…

A joinery service with fire door certification!

O

perating for over 50 years,
Moffett Thallon Doorways
is a leading distributor
and supplier of specialist doors,
ironmongery and access control
to the construction industry in
Northern Ireland. Working with
market-leading manufacturers, the
company also has its own joinery
workshop for bespoke requirements.
This combination provides a fast
turnaround on orders, regardless of
the requirement.
To date, joinery sales at the
company are up 50%, an increase
which highlights Moffett Thallon’s
commitment to customer service
and to producing only the highest
quality products. Its joinery is
BWF certified so customers can
be assured the company is fully
qualified to cut and glaze fire doors.
Thanks to an extremely busy year
in the joinery department, the
company has invested in a new
edge bander machine to help keep
up with demand.
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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The BWF-CERTIFIRE Scheme is the
leading authority on fire door safety.
Constant testing and assessment
of fire doors and doorsets is
necessary to ensure that products
will perform to the stated fire rating.
All participating members of the
BWF-CERTIFIRE Fire Door and
Doorset Scheme, including Moffett
Thallon, are rigorously assessed and
audited, providing architects and
contractors with the added security
and confidence in the products being
selected.
The BWF aims to increase the
standard of fire doors installed in the
UK and to educate the construction
industry about the importance of
third party certification of fire doors
and passive fire protection systems.
Through its membership, Moffett
Thallon is helping to convince the
industry that only certificated fire
doors, installed by certificated
companies, should be used in the
UK.
Moffett Thallon has been involved

with several high profile projects
over the past couple of years,
one of which is John Bell House
student accommodation in Belfast.
Refurbished by O’Hare & McGovern
Ltd, Moffett Thallon supplied high
quality joinery doors along with a
range of doorsets to the project.
With new systems in place, a
personable approach, quick service
and an understanding of large
commercial projects, Moffett
Thallon Doorways ensures a smooth
specification service.
For a full specification or
further details telephone
028 9032 2802, e-mail
martin.ellson@moffett-thallon.co.uk
or visit www.moffett-thallon.co.uk

“Moffett Thallon’s
commitment to customer
service and to producing only
the highest quality products.”
NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE | 9

FMB NEWS

CONSTRUCTION APPRENTICES WILL GO ON TO EARN MUCH MORE THAN MANY OF
THEIR UNIVERSITY-EDUCATED COUNTERPARTS, ACCORDING TO RESEARCH BY FMB NI…

NI construction apprentices will earn
more than university students

T

he Federation of Master
Builders (FMB) NI recently asked
small building firms across NI
what they pay their tradespeople.
The average annual salaries were as
follows:
• Supervisors earn £48,456
• Site managers earn £47,856
• Steel fixers earn £43,056
• Electricians earn £42,499
• Plumbers earn £41,942
• Roofers earn £40,270
• Civil engineering operatives earn
£39,806
• Plasterers earn £39,713
• Plant operatives earn £39,456
• Scaffolders earn £38,599
• Bricklayers earn £38,042
• Floorers earn £37,656
• Carpenters and joiners earn £37,485
• Painters and decorators earn 		
£32,470
• General construction operatives 		
earn £32,069
• Labourers earn £28,080
The above are averages but some
tradespeople in Northern Ireland
are earning even higher wages. For
example, some electricians in Belfast
are commanding wages equivalent to
£58,600 a year. However, UK-wide,
university graduates earn the following
average annual salaries:
• Pharmacists earn £42,252
• Dental practitioners earn £40,268
• Architects earn £38,228
• Teachers earn £37,805
• Chartered and certified accountants
earn £37,748
• Midwives earn £36,188
• Veterinarians earn £36,446
• Physiotherapists earn £32,065
• Nurses earn £31,867
Commenting on the results, Gavin
McGuire, Director of FMB Northern
10 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

Ireland, said, “Construction
apprentices will go on to earn much
more than many university graduates.
We’re calling on all parents, teachers
and young people to seriously
contemplate a career in construction
instead of going to university. Our
latest research shows that your
average electrician in NI is earning
£42,000 a year and roofers are close
behind, earning £40,000 a year.
Indeed, in Belfast, some electricians
are commanding wages of more than
to £58,000 a year. Many university
graduates don’t earn as much – for
example, the UK-average salary for
an architect is just £38,000. University
students in Northern Ireland are
typically charged over £4,000 a year
to study here and over £9,000 a year
to study in England and Wales. On
the other hand, apprentices earn
while they learn, taking home around
£17,000 a year. Pursuing a career in

construction is therefore becoming an
increasingly savvy move.”
McGuire concluded, “The construction
industry is in the midst of a severe
skills crisis and the only way we can
guarantee enough skilled workers
in construction in the future is by
persuading the next generation to
join us. Indeed, job opportunities
are ample given that the FMB’s
latest research shows that more than
two-thirds of construction SMEs are
struggling to hire bricklayers and 63%
are having problems hiring carpenters.
These are the highest figures since
records began in 2008. The FMB is
committed to working with the wider
industry and the government to
encourage more new entrants into the
sector. It is the only way we will build a
sustainable skills base.”
T: 028 9446 0416
E: reception@fmb.org.uk
W: www.fmb.org.uk
FOLLOW US ON:
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COMPANY NEWS

A NEW TEAM BRINGS A FRESH APPROACH AT MACBLAIR CIVILS…

New faces, same commitment to quality

A

fresh new team has taken over
the helm at MacBlair Civils.
An emphasis on technical
expertise and support services still
underpins the company’s ethos
but that has now been combined
with a new set of skills and a brand
new approach that will continue
to satisfy the requirements of the
civil engineering and construction
industries.
Justin Reid is Sales Manager at
MacBlair Civils and joining him
are James Beirne, Technical Sales
Executive and Tommy Boyd who is
responsible for Internal Sales. The
team is very much focused on the
MacBlair company motto, ‘Here to
Help’, ensuring customer service is
front and centre at all times. All three
have been extensively trained on the
company’s vast product portfolio
which covers every aspect of the
civil engineering and construction
industries – all backed by technical
expertise and support services. A new
tender service has also been added to
the MacBlair portfolio, with Emmett
McQuillan available to price tenders
and help contractors win new projects.
With these new appointments,
MacBlair Civils has been able to

Pictured from left to right are, James Beirne, Justin Reid, Tommy Boyd & Emmett McQuillan.

combine the best products and people
to deliver an unrivalled service.
MacBlair’s extensive range includes
drainage, access covers, environmental
protection, geofabrics, waterproofing
and street furniture – all from marketleading manufacturers. These brands
include ACO, Klargester, Wrekin,
Marshalls, Fosroc, Alumasc, Hydro
Int, Sika and Saint-Gobain PAM, with
MacBlair Civils constantly looking at
ways to evolve this product range
while still retaining the high levels of
quality that the company is known for.
The entire range is available
through MacBlair branches across
Northern Ireland. While this provides

convenience, customers can also
utilise the technical expertise of
the company’s civils team based at
MacBlair Boucher.
Justin Reid, Sales Manager, said,
“We value a collaborative approach
with customers and while everything
is price-driven, we feel that our
high levels of customer service add
significant value.”
The three factors of correct product,
time and price are critical within the
competitive construction landscape
and working within these strict
parameters, MacBlair Civils provides
customers with both time and moneysaving solutions.

MacBlair Civils, 4 Balmoral Road, Belfast, BT12 6QA. T 028 9055 1390
E: justin.reid@macblaircivils.com
www.macblair.com
12 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE
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NEWS

AG APPOINTS NEW HEAD
OF SPECIFICATION

NEW STAFF ACCOMMODATION FOR
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Work has commenced on site to
deliver new staff accommodation for
Queen’s University Belfast, designed
by White Ink Architects. This scheme
is the second phase of original design
proposals for the site by White Ink and
will provide 14 apartments in a 3-storey
brick building on Windsor Park within
the Malone Conservation Area, Belfast.
It will replicate the award-winning first
phase which was completed in 2013
providing 28 apartments for university
staff in two independent blocks.
Following the completion of the first
phase, Nigel Livingstone, Queen’s
University Estates Directorate, said,
“White Ink Architects provided a very

committed service throughout the
project and were clearly focused on
delivering a high quality end product.”
According to the architects, named
Commercial Architectural Practice of
the Year 2017 and FSB Employer of
the Year 2018, the modern design
respects the traditional building line
and is in sympathy with the grain
of the built form of Windsor Park.
Queen’s University has appointed Bell
Contracts to undertake the works. The
project is programmed to complete in
Spring 2019.
For more information telephone
028 9031 9526 or visit
www.whiteink.co.uk

Tyrone-based specialist building
products and structural precast
manufacturer AG (Acheson +
Glover) is to increase its focus on
the professional market with the
appointment of a new Head of
Specification Sales. For Cookstown
man Rodney Davidson, it is a return
to the company after a seven-year
stint working in Kenya as a missionary
charity worker.
Stephen Acheson, the company’s
Commercial Director said that he is
delighted to see Rodney return to AG.
He said, “We are very proud to have
Rodney back on board after his
time in Africa – he brings with him a
wealth of experience and knowledge
and is a fantastic example of career
progression through hard work
and determination coupled with
enthusiasm and loyalty.”
For more information telephone
028 7965 0631 or visit
www.google.co.uk

Rodney Davidson, Head of Specification Sales.

SMET CONTINUES TO DELIVER

Jonathan Black of Dennison Commercials, presents the keys of the new Volvo FH500 to
SMET’s Robert White and Richard Nummy.

14 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

Fully committed to the timely delivery of innovative
screeds, renders, plasters, tiling systems and lime
products throughout the UK and Ireland, SMET has
taken delivery of another new Volvo FH500 6x2
Globetrotters.
Known as the ‘The everlasting machine’, the Volvo FH
is the perfect choice for transporting heavy goods over
long distances – and the team at SMET will put that to the
test! As an award-winning, family run business, SMET’s
strength is in delivering innovative, high-quality building
products supported by exceptionally detailed technical
support.
For more information on SMET, telephone
028 3026 6833, e-mail info@smetbuildingproducts.com
or visit www.smetbuildingproducts.com
FOLLOW US ON:
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Skillbuild NI
National Finals

Congratulations to
Samuel Gilmore,
NRC – Skillbuild
Overall Apprentice
of the Year
2018

Competition 2018
Brickwork
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Electrical Installation
Joinery

Painting & Decorating
Plastering
Plastering & Dry Wall Systems
Plumbing Pipework
Wall & Floor Tiling

www.citbni.org.uk/SkillBuildni

SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2018

NORTHERN REGIONAL COLLEGE’S SAMUEL GILMORE IS NAMED AS THIS YEAR’S OVERALL
APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR…

Talented young construction apprentices
shine at Skillbuild NI 2018

O

ver 70 local construction
apprentices gathered their
tools to compete against
each other in the annual Skillbuild NI
National Finals in North West Regional
College, Greystone Campus, Limavady
in March, with Samuel Gilmore
being named as the Overall Young
Apprentice of the Year.
The Northern Regional College,
Coleraine, student is employed by
Mark Pollock and won gold in the
Carpentry category before winning the
Overall title.
Skillbuild NI is organised by CITB NI
and supported by the Department for
the Economy and helps to assist with
maintaining and raising the status and
standards of professional and technical
education and training.
The competition is held annually each
spring with many winners progressing
further to represent Northern Ireland
in the Skills Show UK and potentially
at WorldSkills and is also supported
by local construction employers who
sponsor each trade category.
The Skillbuild NI competition is
designed to test skills, technique and
ability within tight timeframes in order
to win coveted titles in 10 different
trades ranging from brickwork to wall
and floor tiling.
Maurice Johnston, Chairman CITB
NI, said, “Skills competitions are a
very positive news story for Northern
Ireland. They are a great way to
showcase our vocational skills and
demonstrate to employers and future
investors the high standard of training
provision which exists in our colleges
and training organisations.
“CITB NI is proud to have been
involved in construction skills
competitions for over 40 years, and
we have a record of success at skills
competitions not only on a local
16 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

Samuel Gilmore
from Northern
Regional College
who achieved
Gold in Carpentry
and was awarded
the Best Overall
Skillbuild NI Young
Apprentice 2018.

Samuel Gilmore being named as the Overall Young Apprentice of the Year.

level but also on a regional, national
and world level. The Skillbuild
NI competition allows our young
apprentices to demonstrate that they
have the high level of skills which our
economy needs to stay competitive
and gives all the competitors a chance
to showcase their skills.
“Congratulations to everyone who
has taken part and those who have
excelled in their trade. Skillbuild NI
couldn’t happen without the support
of the local sponsors and the training

network. We extend our thanks to
all who have helped the apprentices
to be able to compete at this
competition. Our young people are
more ambitious now than ever, and
we hope that Skillbuild NI National
Finals will be part of their journey and
future careers within the construction
industry.”
Leo Murphy, Principal and Chief
Executive, North West Regional
College, added, “We are delighted
to have hosted the Skillbuild NI
FOLLOW US ON:
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SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2018

Winners...
• OVERALL APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
Samuel Gilmore, NRC
• THE SKILLBUILD NI CHAIRPERSON’S CUP
Southern Regional College
Derek McMullan, NRC, won the
Brickwork category.

Edward Allan, SWC, won Gold Medal
in the Cabinet Making section.

• SKILLBUILD NI DEPARTMENT FOR THE ECONOMY
Southern Regional College
• HUGH GETTINBY MEMORIAL AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN TRAINING
Paul Doran, Southern Regional College
PRIZE

Winner of the Electrical Installation
category, Benjamin Martin, SRC.

Kyle Weir, SWC, won gold in the
Joinery category.

Winner of the Painting & Decorating
category, Jordan Hughes, SRC.

Adam Houston, SRC, won the
Plastering category.

Cathal Murphy, SRC, who won the
Wall and Floor Tiling category.

Shane Murray, SRC, winner of the
Plumbing Pipework category.

Samuel Gilmore being named as
the Overall Young Apprentice of
the Year.

National Finals for the third time at our Greystone
Campus in Limavady. I’d like to congratulate all of the
competitors and their trainers who have put a huge
amount of time into preparing for the event which brings
together our most talented young people from across
Northern Ireland.
“The Skillbuild NI National Finals provide the perfect
platform to showcase the depth of talent we have in
the industry, and the high level of skills coming through
the next generation which our economy needs to stay
competitive. Our best wishes go to the many participants
who will now go on to compete in the UK and Worldskills
competitions.”
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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APPRENTICE

COLLEGE

• BRICKWORK
Gold
Derek McMullan		
NRC
Silver
Christopher Doyle		
SRC
Bronze
Andrew McSorley		
NRC
			
• CABINET MAKING
Gold
Edward Allan		
SWC
Silver
Michael Hughes		
SRC
Bronze
Tommy Helliwell		
SRC
			
• CARPENTRY
Gold
Samuel Gilmore		
NRC
Silver
Thomas Ellison		
BMC
Bronze
Jamie Hughes		
SRC
		
• ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
Gold
Benjamin Martin		
SRC
Silver
David McHugh		
SWC
Bronze
Andrew Tucker		
SERC
			
• JOINERY
Gold
Kyle Weir		
SWC
Silver
Matthew Patterson		
SERC
Bronze
Deividas Kaunas		
SWC
		
• PAINTING & DECORATING
Gold
Jordan Hughes		
SRC
Silver
Tyler Meehan		
SWC
Bronze
Jack Lyons		
SWC
		
• PLASTERING
Gold
Adam Houston		
SRC
• PLASTERING & DRY WALL SYSTEMS
Gold
Ryan Carlyle		
NWRC
Silver
Conrad Keenan		
SWC
Bronze
Jessica Dardis		
SWC
			
• PLUMBING PIPEWORK
Gold
Shane Murray		
SRC
Silver
Leonard Keown		
SWC
Bronze
Abigail Reilly		
NRC
			
• WALL & FLOOR TILING
Gold
Cathal Murphy		
SRC
Silver
Sean McLaughlin		
SRC
Bronze
Odhran Connolly		
SRC
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SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2018

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

THE SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS COMPETITION RECEIVES THE SUPPORT OF
COMPANIES FROM THE LOCAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. THIS SPONSORSHIP IS
VERY MUCH APPRECIATED. LISTED BELOW ARE SOME OF THE COMPANIES WHO
HAVE INVESTED IN THE FUTURE OF BOTH THE COMPETITION AND THE INDUSTRY.

NEWRY - BANGOR - PORTADOWN - LISBURN - BELFAST
COLERAINE - LARNE - BALLYMENA
www.haldane-fisher.com

Kingscourt Country Manor Bricks,
12 Herdman Channel Road, Belfast, BT3 9LG.
Tel: 028 9077 7321, E-mail: info@kcmb.co.uk
www.kcmb.co.uk

A FRESH PERSPECTIVE
ON BUILDING
gilbert-ash.com

Old Paper Mill, Ballyclare, County Antrim, BT39 9EB
Free Phone: 0845 3990159 E: tech.ie@saint.gobain.com
www.gyproc.ie

T: 028 9268 9500 - E: info@graham.co.uk

www.graham.co.uk
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Unit 53, Banbridge Enterprise Centre,
Scarva Road, Banbridge BT32 3QD
Tel: 028 4062 3788 Fax: 028 4062 5492
email: info@mmajoinery.com
mmajoinery.com
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SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2018

John Muckian, Southern Regional College, with the Skillbuild NI Department of Economy Cup and the Skillbuild NI Chairpersons Cup.

ADDITIONAL AWARDS RECOGNISE THE DEDICATION OF INDIVIDUALS AND THE SUPPORT
OF COLLEGES…

Southern Regional College
celebrates clean sweep!

S

outhern Regional College
has been recognised for
its ongoing support of
the Skillbuild NI National Finals
by being presented with three
separate awards.
SRC apprentices won a total of
11 medals at this year’s finals,
including gold medals in the
electrical installation, painting and
decorating, plastering, plumbing
pipework, and wall and floor tiling
categories. In fact, SRC won all
three medals in the wall and floor
tiling section.
This success saw SRC presented
with the Skillbuild NI Department of
Economy Cup for being the college
which achieves the highest number
of medals as well as the Skillbuild NI
Chairpersons Cup, which is awarded
to the college that receives the
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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highest number of entries.
A third award was presented to SRC
Lecturer, Paul Doran, who received the
The Hugh Gettinby Memorial Award
for Excellence in Training. This prize
is awarded to an individual involved
in training of young people and who
has displayed the highest standards of
success and dedication to the Skillbuild
ethos.
Over the years, Paul’s apprentices have
been regular winners on the local and
national competition level, including
last year’s Overall Apprentice of the
Year, Richard Shannon. So it was fitting
that on the day his hard work and
dedication was recognised that SRC
students delivered a clean sweep in the
wall and floor tiling category.
For more information on
Southern Regional College, visit
www.src.ac.uk

Paul Doran, this year’s winner of the Hugh Gettinby
Memorial Award for Excellence in Training.
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NEWS

WESTERN BUILDING SYSTEMS
OFF TO FLYING START

SRC’S NEW ARMAGH CAMPUS WINS TOP
GO AWARD
Southern Regional College’s
new £35million Armagh campus
development has been recognised
as Northern Ireland’s best initiative
at the Government Opportunities
(GO) Excellence in Public
Procurement Awards Northern
Ireland. The state-of-the-art
campus development, designed by
WYG Group, will now go forward
to represent Northern Ireland at
the national awards next month.
With over 30 finalists featuring
many key organisations from
within Northern Ireland’s supply
chain, the awards included a wide
range of standout procurement
initiatives. After winning the
GO Procurement Innovation/

Initiative of the Year Award,
SRC chief executive Brian
Doran said, “This achievement
recognises the creative and
innovative approaches used in
the procurement and delivery
of this exciting new build
project. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the entire
project team, led by Project
Director Ruairi Lavery, for their
continued commitment and drive
for quality and excellence which is
recognised in this award.”
For a full list of this year’s
Winners and Highly
Commended, visit
www.goawards.co.uk/
northernireland

Specialist construction company, Western
Building Systems has clinched its first contract
award under the Welsh Procurement Alliance’s
(WPA) £1billion modular buildings framework.
Western will be responsible for the off-site
manufacture and on-site construction of a
new, state-of-the-art modular building that
will become the new hub for the ‘Flying Start
programme’ in Penyrheol, Caerphilly.
The new purpose-built centre will consist of a
large childcare space with plenty of room for the
children to interact and play, hygiene facilities
designed specifically for young children as well
as regular bathrooms, storage, a kitchen, office
and large meeting room.
Commenting on the project, Rory McGuigan, of
Western Building Systems said, “Our modular
building option is especially useful in projects
such as this where there is an expectation
that the site will remain operational for as
long as possible. Western’s unique Single
Source approach means we manufacture
all of the building components off-site in a
strictly controlled factory environment before
constructing on site in a much shorter time frame
compared to traditional building methods.”
For more information telephone 028 8774
0740 or visit www.westernbuild.com

CREAGH WELCOMES ST PATRICK’S
COLLEGE MAGHERA
On February 27, Creagh
welcomed St Patrick’s College
Maghera, B-Tech Construction
students, with course requirements
to learn about concrete/concrete
products. The tailored visit
consisted of a presentation on the
company, a product overview, as
well as a tour of the manufacturing
facilities. The students then took
part in a Q&A with some of
Creagh’s staff.
20 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

Director Lorna McMullan said,
“Educational visits to Creagh
provide an excellent opportunity
for local students to learn about
the company’s activities and
types of available job roles. We
hope this visit adds value to their
studies and inspires them in their
future careers”.
For more information telephone
028 7965 0500 or visit
www.creaghconcrete.co.uk
FOLLOW US ON:
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PROJECT IN FOCUS

AN INSIGHT INTO THE DESIGN AND BUILD PROCESS
BEHIND THIS SUCCESSFUL NEW ADDITION TO THE
HOSPITAL’S PHASED MASTERPLAN... g

New Paediatric
Ward, Craigavon
Area Hospital

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD, CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL

PROJECT IN FOCUS

TODD ARCHITECTS’ DESIGN FOR THE NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD AT
CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL HAS PROVED JUST THE TONIC FOR
PATIENTS, VISITORS AND STAFF ALIKE…

ARCHITECT

C

hristened the Blossom
Children’s & Young People
Centre, this new ward
opened in October 2017 and is
set to be the first in a phased
masterplan development for
the hospital. This development
is aimed at enhancing services
for children and young people
across the Southern Trust area,
an ambition that has been partly
realised with the opening of the
new paediatric ward.
From the off, TODD Architects
had a very clear vision for the
design of the project. Given the
nature of the ward, presence
and arrival were key architectural
factors, with the concept rooted
in creating an uplifting and playful
building. The materiality and form
of the project were designed to
be dynamic, yet approachable

and welcoming. TODD Architects
says this was the idea behind the
vibrant palette of blues, yellows
and greens and the building’s
physical form being grouped
under a folding roof canopy
which feels like it’s embracing the
department.
Associated site works on
this project included the
reconfiguration of the existing
hospital drop off, relocation of
public bus stops, reconfiguring
entrances to the main car park,
along with additional car parking
and external landscaping all
generated within the context of
the live acute hospital site.
The new building sits on a sloping
existing car park surrounded by
access roads for both the public
and for emergency vehicles.
While mostly single storey in

height, the newbuild includes
plant accommodation above
the south westerly block. This
forms a two-storey, folded roof
element which has worked
to create height and scale,
wrapping over the double-height
main entrance foyer area and
providing the building with form
and character. TODD Architects
has also created a new and
prominent department entrance
setting with the inclusion of
a landscaped plaza, which
visually and physically separates
the proposed paediatrics
department from the main
emergency entrance.
The new ward provides for
several co-located paediatric
services and multiple user
groups, comprising four key
elements (each including ancillary

“From the off, TODD Architects had a very
clear vision for the design of the project.”
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accommodation). This includes
a 19-bed inpatient ward, a sixbed ambulatory care ward, an
outpatient department consisting
of five consultation exam rooms,
treatment rooms, interview
room, as well as a staff support
area made up of three consultant
offices and two single offices.
The outpatients department
facilitates a variety of routine
paediatric day clinics along with
visiting service providers and
specialist nursing groups.
The ambition to create an
embracing and playful structure
has been extended by TODD
Architects to the interior design
strategy; the corridors are
treated neutrally with accent
colours to define the staff bases
and key spaces. Bedrooms
have been designed to create a

friendly, reassuring environment.
A bold use of colour combined
with purpose-made, built-in
furniture and bed surrounds
have been installed to conceal
or recess clinical equipment and
dissolve the traditional clinical
perception of hospital wards.
Bedrooms cater not only for
the patient but for families too,
incorporating fold-down beds
integrated into the furniture to
enable parents to stay overnight
with their children.
The departments within the
paediatric unit are arranged
around the main entrance foyer
which is the main point of public
access to the building. A central
entrance canopy formed from
the folding roof provides a
sheltered area for patients and
visitors arriving to the building

and creates a focus point with
visual links through to the
courtyard behind the reception.
Inner courtyard garden spaces
provide the ward with an open
and active outdoor space. This
external area offers a place for
safe and supervised play as well
as a holistic space for parents
to relax with their children while
visiting.
The new paediatric ward at
Craigavon Area Hospital has been
hailed as a triumph, not just for
its patient-centred design but for
its success in creating a building
that has become a key focal point
for the Hospital. The completed
project stands as a testament
to TODD Architects’ hard work
and commitment to creating the
perfect healthcare facility for
children and young people.

NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD, CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL

PROJECT IN FOCUS

Todd Architects, 2nd Floor, Titanic House, 6 Queens Road, Belfast, BT3 9DT
T: 028 9024 5587 – E: info@toddarch.co.uk
www.toddarch.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD, CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL

PROJECT IN FOCUS

M&E CONSULTANT

T

he new paediatric ward at
Craigavon Hospital isn’t
just lovely to look at. It’s a
facility that, through its innovative
design, combines functionality
and end-user performance
while striking the right note
aesthetically. The £7.2million
unit is a standalone building and
the first in a proposed phased
masterplan development for the
hospital, aimed at enhancing
services as part of an overall
investment plan for children
and young people across the
Southern Trust area. The facility
comprises four key elements
including a 19-bed inpatient ward
and ancillary accommodation,
a six-bed ambulatory care ward
and ancillary accommodation, an
outpatient department, consisting
of five consultation exam rooms,

treatment rooms, interview room
and ancillary accommodation, as
well as a staff support area made
up of three consultant offices,
two single offices and ancillary
accommodation.
A staff support area is the
final element, consisting of
three consultant offices, two
single offices and ancillary
accommodation.
Global firm, Arup was appointed
to oversee the mechanical,
electrical and public health
engineering design for the new
ward. Arup also acted as BREEAM
consultants on the project,
overseeing every element of the
unit to ensure energy efficiency
was prioritised. Liaising with
the hospital estate team and
trying to tie in with the site-wide
systems also came under Arup’s

responsibility says David Algie,
Associate Director at Arup. “This
was quite a complex project for
us as we were working on a live
acute hospital site. A number of
service diversions were required
at the start of the project and
we also had to direct electrical
and mechanical supplies through
existing hospital basements
which required a fair amount of
coordination. Ensuring those
diversions were carried out
both efficiently and with least
disruption was a challenge but
we’re quite used to working in
these conditions.”
David and his team never lost
sight of the fact that they were
working on a live acute site.
Health & Safety had to be
considered at every step while the
needs of the end user also had

“From the outset, it was decided that lighting
would play a major role at the new facility. “
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to play a large part in the final
design. From the outset, it was
decided that lighting would play
a major role at the new facility. A
colourful, playful lighting system
has been installed which not only
suits the needs of the ward’s
young patients but also fulfils
energy efficient requirements in
terms of BREEAM. “LED lighting
has been used throughout the
new unit complete with an
intelligent lighting control system.
We have also used feature barrisol
ceilings throughout the space,
lending it a playful feel which is
more in keeping with the young
people who will be using the
ward. A number of different
lighting schemes have been
installed throughout the ward to
try and break up the areas and
keep them interesting.”

As BREEAM consultants on the
new ward, sustainability was one
of the key considerations for Arup
during the design process. “Quite
a bit of modelling was put into
the design, particularly in terms of
energy consumption. A BREEAM
assessment was also carried
out early in the design stage
to ensure all early credits were
achieved. Low water consumption
fittings were installed and the
building was positioned to make
the best use of daylight. This has
the benefit of utilising heat and
power from the site wide CHP
system, and smart metering has
been installed,” said David.
A 3D model was used by
the design team to deliver
the project. This required
a considerable amount of
coordination at design stage.

“A lot of this coordination took
place during the design phase so
that made time on site a little bit
easier.” The new paediatric ward
took 18 months to complete
and came in on time and on
budget. Arup’s contribution
to the project has resulted in a
functional, energy efficient and
sustainable building that’s also,
more importantly, an ideal space
for families. “The relationship
we had with Southern Trust
and also with the design team
and contractor, FOH, Dowds
and MNL was excellent. It was
this relationship that helped
deliver the ward to such a high
standard. It’s also lovely to
work on a project that has had
such a massive impact on the
local community in terms of
transforming paediatric care.”

NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD, CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL

PROJECT IN FOCUS

Arup Belfast, Bedford House, 16-22 Bedford Street, Belfast BT2 7FD
T: 028 9089 0900 - E: belfast@arup.com
www.arup.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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NEW PAEDIATRIC WARD, CRAIGAVON AREA HOSPITAL

PROJECT IN FOCUS

STRUCTURAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER CONSULTANT
A COMPLEX ROOF DESIGN DIDN’T FAZE DORAN CONSULTING…

T

he new paediatric ward at
Craigavon Area Hospital
is a steel frame building
with pre-cast flooring and a
lightweight roof system. It may
sound like a typical construction
but it’s when you get to the
roof design that things get
complicated.
The architects’ brief called for
a signature, stand-out building
who’s calling card was to be its
roof. “The architects wanted
to use the roof’s geometry to
single out the building. There
is a large amount of rises and
falls on it and quite a bit of
detail. For us, the roof element
of the project was certainly
the most challenging aspect of
the build. It took a significant

amount of collaboration and
work to get it exactly right. In
saying that, we have significant
experience with projects such
as these and although this roof
was particularly complex, we
achieved what the architects
were looking for,” said Andrew
Gardiner, Project Engineer at
Doran Consulting.
As well as the structural and civil
engineering requirements on the
project, Doran Consulting was
also involved in the client liaison
process. Technical and progress
meetings every two weeks meant
the Doran team were back on
site to ensure the project was
running to schedule.
A sloping site with retaining walls
presented another challenge

to Doran Consulting, which was
met through on-site and design
coordination. All the steelwork and
concrete elements were modelled
in 3D. “The 3D model proved very
useful. We may have struggled
to complete the roof without it.”
For Doran Consulting, the new
Paediatric Unit at Craigavon Area
Hospital will stand as an excellent
example of the company’s
skills and expertise. “We’re
proud of the job we did on this
project. The roof geometry was
particularly complex but through
our own in-house experience
and coordination with the rest
of the design teams, we met the
architect’s brief. All that work that
was carried out before tender
stage was worthwhile.”

Doran Consulting, Norwood House, 96 - 102 Great Victoria St, Belfast, BT2 7BE
T: 028 90 333443 - E: andrew.gardiner@doran.co.uk
www.doran.co.uk
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ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS

AS ONE OF THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF ADHESIVE AND SEALANTS, BOSTIK IS COMMITTED
TO DELIVERING HIGH PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS TO
THE MARKETPLACE…

The ideal solution in
a growing market

C

urrently growing worldwide,
the adhesive and sealant
market has always been an
extremely lucrative and important
area.
There is a shift away from traditional
mechanical methods (screws, rivets,
nails etc) towards chemical fixing
which is increasing demand for grab
adhesives. This offers advantages in
terms of time savings, performance,
strength and aesthetics.
These advantages have been
acknowledged in industries such
as aerospace and the automotive
sector for years, but the benefits are
also steadily gaining recognition in
construction applications.
There is also a shift from some
of the more traditional sealant
technologies such as silicones to
more high performance formulations
such as SMP (Silyl Modified
Polymers) and hybrid technology.
These offer many advantages in
terms of performance including

reduced curing times, compatibility
with diverse building materials,
flexibility and bond strength.
Bostik has the product range to
cater for this shift. These products
are flexible, strong and fast and will
stick most surfaces and substrates,
even under water.
Bostik Next Generation products
answer the needs of the tradesmen
in construction, renovations and
bathroom and kitchen make-overs.
Bostik MSP 107 SEAL BOND is
flexible, MSP 108 XTREM BOND
is strong, and MSP 109 TURBO
BOND is fast. Bostik will be
supporting its product range with a
‘Buy 1 Get 1 Free’ offer on selected
products in the range. This offer
will be available during March,
April and May 2018.
Contact your Bostik
representative, John Henry on
07850 388 751 for further details
of these offers or visit
www.bostik.com

“These products are flexible, strong and fast and will
stick most surfaces and substrates, even under water.”
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DECORATIVE CONCRETE

Residential Driveway – Exposa Pavilion Grey 91

Castlerock Promenade – Exposa Amber Beach 01

Skainos Square – Exposa Golden Barley 01

AS A MARKET LEADER IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CONCRETE, MORTAR AND FLOOR
SCREEDS, RTU HAS A REPUTATION FOR THE PRODUCTION OF QUALITY INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS, AND EXPOSA® DECORATIVE CONCRETE IS NO EXCEPTION…

Stunning exterior landscaping with EXPOSA®
Decorative Concrete from RTU Ltd

A

highly durable range of
decorative concrete which can
be used as an alternative to
traditional paving, asphalt, tarmac and
loose gravel, Exposa® is a first choice
for any hard landscaping project.
Beautiful, durable, practical, safe and
flexible, with a slip resistant finish,
Exposa® is ideal for use on driveways,
promenades, footpaths, town centres
and pedestrian zones.
With a natural aggregate finish,
Exposa® has the durability and
structural integrity of concrete. It is
designed to withstand heavy traffic
and extremes of weather without
deterioration. With the added benefit
of a low maintenance finish, Exposa®
also inhibits the proliferation of weeds
and moss. It is also a naturally slip
resistant product, laid as a continuous
surface, thus reducing trip hazards in
large surface public areas.
The flexibility of the product allows
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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designers and architects alike to
be as bold or subtle in their design
as required. With a wide variety of
colours and finishes, Exposa® allows
you to shape your space to maximum
effect – straight or curved or anything
in between!
If you cannot find your desired colour
in the standard range, then RTU can
tailor the aggregate and colour to your
specific individual requirements. When
used together in one project, different
colours of Exposa® work extremely
well side by side to create a stunning
effect. In addition, other materials,
such as cobble or paving stones, may
be positioned as movement joints or
to form a border, thus adding to the
design options.
RTU manufactures Exposa® under
stringent quality control procedures,
ensuring conformity to the
requirements of BS EN206. It is also
recommend that Exposa® is only

installed by RTU approved installers
in order to ensure the quality
workmanship and attention to detail
that is required for the product to
have maximum aesthetic appeal.
Exposa® has recently been
recognised within the industry
having been awarded the
Environmental Improvements Award
from the Concrete Society for the
Portstewart Promenade project.
RTU has also recently completed
an exciting installation at Hilltop
Holiday Park, Portrush as well as
many other residential driveways.
If you are looking for a clever
hard landscaping solution for a
commercial or residential project,
then look no further than Exposa®
Decorative Concrete. Visit the
website at www.rtu.co.uk or
contact the Sales Department
on 028 9085 1441 for more
information.
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LIDS AND FRAMES

SUITABLE FOR RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS,
THESE HARDWEARING LIDS AND FRAMES OFFER
STRENGTH AND MASSIVE LOADING CAPABILITY…

Brett Martin launches
robust and secure
lids and frames

H

eavy duty, robust and easyto-fit 50kN1 450mm Lids and
Frames have been added to the
comprehensive range of Underground,
Rainwater and Plumbing systems from
Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage.
Fully compatible with Brett
Martin SfA7 Adoptable and NonAdoptable Inspection Chambers and
manufactured from polypropylene,
Brett Martin Lids and Frames are
available in round and square options
and feature a webbed rib design for
added strength.
Glenn Goodman of Brett Martin
said, “The range of Lids and Frames
are designed to be robust and the
strong lid design offers a substantial
50kN loading capability1. Such is our
attention to detail, we even custom
designed the screw fittings to have a
larger thread for added strength and
safety, allowing them to be locked
securely in place.”
For additional safety when reduced
access is required, a reducing ring
clips and snaps securely into square
and round frames, with screw holes for
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more permanent fixing.
Designed with the installer
in mind, the lightweight
Lids and Frames offer ease
of installation and the Lids
are easy to remove for
maintenance and inspection.
Furthermore, an anti-slip tread
pattern provides excellent surface
adhesion.
Tested to EN124 A15 and in
conformance with Building Regulations,
the Lids and Frames are fully
compatible with Brett Martin 450mm
Inspection Chamber Assemblies.
Brett Martin’s ongoing investment in
the latest manufacturing technology,
innovation and product development
ensures that the company’s above
and below ground drainage products
remain at the forefront of the industry.
To find out more about Brett Martin’s
Lids and Frames and the complete
range of Adoptable Chamber
Assemblies visit:
www.brettmartin.com
1

When supported by a concrete plinth

ABOUT…
Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage
manufactures an extensive range of
plastic drainage, rainwater, soil and
waste systems. A division of Brett
Martin Ltd, a family owned business
employing over 800 people, with
a turnover in excess of £136m per
year, Brett Martin Ltd specialises in
the manufacture of plumbing and
drainage systems, plastic rooflighting
and glazing materials, architectural
rooflight systems and semi-finished
substrates for the sign and display
industry.
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BOOK YOUR STAND!

BUILDEX
BELFAST 2018

at…

BEPEX
BUILD ELECTRICAL PLUMBING EXPO

WED 12 SEPT: 4PM - 9PM
THURS 13 SEPT: 9:30AM - 4PM
T I TA N I C E X H I B I T I O N C E N T R E , B E L FA S T

A brand new trade only exhibition showcasing
the latest products and time saving services
to building contractors and building professionals.

FOR PRIME
POSITIONS
BOOK
NOW!

T: (NI) 028 9261 2990
E: karen@kmpltd.co.uk

www.bep-ex.com or www.northernbuilder.co.uk

BUILDEX 2018

AS PART OF THE BUILD ELECTRICAL PLUMBING EXPO, THIS TRADE-ONLY CONSTRUCTION
EVENT IN BELFAST IS ATTRACTING A HOST OF INDUSTRY-LEADING EXHIBITORS…

Stands selling fast at BUILDEX

W

ithin an environment of
knowledge sharing and
collaboration, BUILDEX
is set to attract a targeted mix of
construction industry visitors.
Whether you are launching a new
product, reconnecting with the
industry or simply want to explore
new business opportunities, BUILDEX
offers clear promotional and sales
opportunities for exhibitors. This event
will attract a diverse range of visitors,
including
• Building contractors
• Structural and civil engineers
• Sub contractors
• Developers
• Consultant engineers
• Specifiers
• Architects
• Consultant designers
• Purchasing managers
• Quantity and chartered surveyors
• Builders’ merchants

The event will also attract
facility and estate managers
from the following sectors:
• Agri-food
• Ecclesiastical
• Education
• Health
• Leisure
• Manufacturing
• Social housing

INFORMATION...
For more information on how to book your
stand, contact Karen McAvoy on 028 9261 2990
or 01 696 8319 or visit www.bep-ex.com or
www.northernbuilder.co.uk

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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NEW FOR 2018
DEDICATED DISCOUNT EVENING
This will take place on Wednesday, 12
September from 4pm-9pm and includes a
range of discounts and special offers.
INDUSTRY LEGISLATIVE SEMINARS
A number of industry experts will deliver
seminars on the latest industry topics.

BUILDEX
BELFAST 2018
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MERCHANT NEWS

OFFICIAL LAUNCH AT SELF BUILD LIVE IN BELFAST ALSO SHOWCASES THE COMPANY’S
ROLE AS THE COMPLETE BUILDING SUPPLIER…

The sky is the limit with JP Corry
and Build Aviator

A

s the complete building
supplier, JP Corry already takes
the stress out of your project,
but a new partnership with Build Aviator
will now add an extra dimension.
Officially launched at Self Build Live
event in Belfast, this official partnership
offers house builders, architects, selfbuilders and developers a smooth route
to building compliance.
Build Aviator is a new range of services
designed to save time, remove stress
and increase the efficiency of building
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projects.
The system has been created to take
some of the strain out of the build
process. Building efficiency and control
into every job, Build Aviator provides
a range of services to help reduce
risk of non-compliance, save time and
increase efficiency during the build
process.
With Build Aviator from JP Corry,
you can link the design stage of your
project to the estimating and ordering
of building materials, making your
building project simpler, faster, costeffective and compliant.
Now available at JP Corry branches
across Northern Ireland, the Build
Aviator service and expertise covers
SAP assessments, estimating, acoustic
testing, air-tightness testing and RCDs.
It is yet another example of the high
levels of expertise on offer from JP
Corry that highlights the company’s
position as being more than just a

building materials’ supplier.
This was perfectly illustrated at Self
Build Live. Part of the impressive JP
Corry stand included a JPC self- build
house that showcased what the leading
builders’ merchant has to offer. This
‘small spaces’ project encompassed a
range of material including laminate
flooring, cladding, roof windows,
slates, engineered flooring, trusses etc
– clearly demonstrating the breadth of
products available from the company’s
17 branches.
This was enhanced by the expert staff
who were on hand to offer advice and
inspiration to visitors for their projects.

For more information on
Build Aviator Services or JP Corry,
telephone 028 9024 3661
or visit www.jpcorry.com

FOLLOW US ON:

www.northernbuilder.co.uk

PRODUCT NEWS

KEYSTONE OFFERS LOW-COST SOLUTION TO REDUCED
CARBON EMISSIONS…

Hi-Therm+
Lintel for energy
efficiency

K

eystone Lintel’s innovative
new Hi-therm+ Lintel offers
builders and specifiers a
cost-effective solution to lowering
carbon emissions.
The product features a structural
polymer thermal break in the
cavity linking an outer and
inner steel lintel. The resulting
improvement in psi value is
considerable says the company,
with figures of between 0.03-0.06
W/m.k to be expected depending
on the specific wall make up.
Richard Kinloch, National
Technical & Specification
Manager at the Keystone Group
explains, “Hi-therm has had a
significant impact on the energy
efficiency of new homes. It
remains the only BBA approved,
thermally efficient lintel on the
market and has been recognised
with multiple awards for
innovation. Our original design
addressed the most popular wall
construction types and opening
sizes found in most developers’
homes.
“Now, four years on, we are
responding to requests for an
even broader offering and this
has required us to re-engineer
the design. This will enable
Hi-therm+ to be specified on
both wide outer leaf and cant
brick applications in addition
to standard leaf. An extended
38 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

range of lintel lengths are also
now available to accommodate
larger openings.
“Ease of build lies at the
heart of Hi-therm’s success.
Our extensive research told
us the builder wants a high
performance lintel that can
be handled and installed on
site in exactly the same way as
standard lintels. Split lintels and
other non-structural thermal
breaks are not comparable in
terms of buildability and do not
offer the simplicity of the Hitherm lintel.
Hi-therm+ takes practicality
to a new level, proving even
easier to handle on site. This
is an increasingly important
benefit and addresses the
challenge of maintaining good
detailing when skill levels are
under pressure and introducing
specialist techniques can be
problematic.”
Lintels are, in most cases,
the most significant thermal
bridge in a dwelling, meaning
lintels can have an important
impact on the overall thermal
performance of a building. To

“Lintels are
in most cases
the most
significant
thermal
bridge in a
dwelling,
meaning
lintels can
have an
important
impact on
the overall
thermal
performance
of a
building.”

design efficiently for Part F, it’s
important that energy assessors
use independently calculated
psi values or manufacturer
calculated psi values providing
they have been calculated by a
trained technician using specialist
modelling software. Keystone’s
technical support team are
trained and accredited to provide
specific psi value calculations free
of charge that can be directly
inputted into SAP calculations.
The Hi-therm+ lintel has a low psi
value which then has a positive
effect on the SAP calculation. This
in turn gives designers flexibility
to choose less onerous wall
U-values and glazing specifications.
Specifying Hi-therm+ may negate
the need for more costly solutions
such as mechanical systems or
enlarged cavities. This offers an
alternative to existing sustainable
technologies, helping to deliver
the total building performance
required by current and future
changes in building regulations.
T: 028 8676 2184
W: www.keystonelintels.com
Quote: Ease of build lies at the
heart of Hi-therm’s success.

Our extensive research told us the builder wants a high
performance lintel that can be handled and installed on
site in exactly the same way as standard lintels.
FOLLOW US ON:
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TIMBER

STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT COMBINED WITH EXPERIENCED STAFF THROUGHOUT
MURDOCK’S TIMBER DIVISON…

Significant investment boosts timber
service at Murdock’s

C

ombining the traditions of
old-fashioned service with the
latest technology is easier said
than done, but these two factors have
been central to the success of the
Murdock Builders Merchants Group
– as highlighted with a recent raft of
investment in the company’s three
timber plants.
Complementing the strength of
Murdock Builder’s Merchants, which
has 13 branches in Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland, there
are four specialist divisions – Civils,
Machined Timber, Carcassing Timber
and Roof Trusses/Space Joists.
Alongside last year’s successful launch
of Murdock Civils, the company has
made significant investment in state-of-

the-art equipment and an expansion in
the plants in Newry and Warrenpoint.
This investment is combined with
decades of industry knowledge
delivered by an experienced team and
is aimed at delivering a more efficient
service.

NEWRY
Based on a vast site at Greenbank
Industrial Estate in Newry, the
plants for Carcassing and Trusses/
Space Joists have been extended
significantly, with an additional 5 acres
bringing the total size to 9.5 acres!
The increase in size was prompted by
an investment in a new automated
Truss Table and Stacking System which
is believed to be the biggest in Ireland

and one of the biggest in the UK.
Located in a former creamery building,
this state-of-the-art equipment
delivers new levels of accuracy and
precision. The company’s expert
design team is also able to download
drawings directly into the system,
with production starting in a matter of
minutes.
A £2million investment in two new
planeing lines and associated handling
gear has also enhanced the service at
Newry.
Offering speeds of 120m a minute and
80m a minute, these fully automated
systems are based around the
requirement to quickly and accurately
plane and cut timber as well as bale
them in required batches.

“It is a team effort and our customers
benefit from our in-house expertise.”
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TIMBER

This investment matches the services
already available across the timber
division that include on-site timber
treatments and a full design service.
Paul Sheppard, Roof Truss and
Carcassing Manager, explained, “We
already had state-of-the-art plant and
design software in place, but we are
always looking at ways to improve
and enhance our product offering and
service.
“Central to the most recent
investment was reducing the amount
of manual handling of timber on site
and speeding up the entire production
service by designing out any flaws
in the system. The fully automated
technology of both the new Truss
Table and Stacking system and the
two new planeing lines enhance
our accuracy and quality levels. But
by designing a more streamlined
production process where a new roof
truss, for example, can quickly go
through production and then onto a
lorry for delivery has reduced our lead
times and given us more capacity.”

However, the use of technology has
not diminished the involvement in
experienced personnel.
“From the factory floor to the
design team, we have a very
experienced team in place who
are all committed to meeting
customer requirements. We have
seven designers who work closely
with customers across Northern
Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland to create solutions for a
more economical build while our
production team turn these designs
into a reality. It is a team effort and
our customers benefit from our inhouse expertise.”
This combination of experienced
personnel and innovative
technology adds up to an impressive
product offering that ranges from
all timber used in domestic and
commercial structural applications,
including roof battens, floor joists
and studwork for partitioned walls,
as well as roof trusses, Spacejoists
and metal web flooring.

SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D CAD Drawings
Complete Roof Packages
Roof & Attic Trusses
Valley Sets
Gable Ladders
High and Low Pressure
Treatment
FSC/PEFC Certification
CE Mark & BS EN 14250:2010

MORE SERVICES
TURN TO PAGES 4243 FOR MORE ON
MACHINED TIMBER

Murdock Builders Merchants, Greenbank Industrial Estate, Newry BT34 2QU
T: 028 3026 7626 - E: info@murdockbuildersmerchants.com
W: www.murdockbuildersmerchants.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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TIMBER

PART OF THE MURDOCK BUILDERS
MERCHANTS GROUP, THIS LEADING
SUPPLIER OF TIMBER AND TIMBER-BASED
PRODUCTS HAS BENEFITTED FROM
SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT…

M

Enhanced bespoke
timber service at
Murdock’s

urdock’s
provide an
extensive range
of bespoke timbers for
internal and external
finishes through their
machined timber plant,
based in Warrenpoint.
Like Carcassing and
Trusses/Space Joists,
both of which are
based in Newry, the
machined timber plant
has benefitted from
a significant level of
investment that has
enhanced the overall
timber offering from
Murdock’s.
“It has been a step by
step process but at every
stage it has been built
around the objective of
reducing our lead times
while maintaining and
improving our quality

levels,” explained Martin
Trainor, Machined Timber
Manager.
“We continually review
our service levels and
work closely with
customers to understand
their needs and then
improve our systems
accordingly.”
This investment centred
around not only
adding state-of-the-art
equipment but improving
storage facilities.
A redesign of the site led
to an extension to the
yard and warehousing
facilities that was
created in tandem with
the addition of new
machinery, including a
new moulder, crosscut
machine, and a bansaw.
This was coupled with an
agreement to import the

“Murdock’s provide an extensive range of bespoke
timbers for internal and external finishes.”
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company’s own range of Oak doors
and an increase in the MDF range.
“We had to find the right balance
between having increased capabilities
to produce more high-quality products
and being able to store them,” added
Martin. “That is why we took our time
and by introducing changes gradually
we made sure that we didn’t disrupt
our service levels.
“We’ve also added nine new members
of staff over the last three years due
to an increase in business. Thanks
to our decreased lead times, our
added volume and our competitive
pricing, we have continued to grow
the business and are supplying
products across Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland as well as into
Great Britain.”
The machined timber division is
already one of Ireland’s leading
suppliers of timber and timber-based
products and these series of changes
have boosted the product range while
reducing lead in times.

Carrying an extensive range of
hardwoods, softwoods, MDF,
modified alternatives and sheet
materials, and with experienced staff
operating state-of-the-art machinery,
Murdock’s are able to supply both
standard and bespoke timber
products for all types of projects.
This includes a full range of
machined timber products, from
standard skirting and architrave
moulds to customised window
boards and stair parts. With an
increasing demand from both
domestic and commercial customers
for more intricate and detailed
timber sections, Murdock’s have
combined technical expertise with
modern machining technology
and imaginative designs to deliver
innovative solutions in this market.
The Warrenpoint plant stocks a large
variety of high quality hardwood
and softwood species imported
from around the world with over 20
different species of timber in stock.

SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machined Timber
MDF Moulding
Sheet & Panel Materials
External Cladding
Bespoke Profiles
Pre-finishing
Composite Decking &
Cladding
Domestic Doors
Commercial Doors
Landscaping

Murdock Builders Merchants, Greenbank Industrial Estate, Newry BT34 2QU
T: 028 3026 7626 - E: info@murdockbuildersmerchants.com
W: www.murdockbuildersmerchants.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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EVENT

Top-table attendees at the CIOB regional dinner in Belfast.

Members who received recognition and awards.

LOCAL CIOB MEMBERS WERE RECOGNISED FOR THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE ANNUAL
CIOB DINNER…

Successful CIOB dinner in Belfast

T

he Chartered Institute of
Building (CIOB) held its regional
annual dinner at the Hilton
Hotel in Belfast recently. Over 200
construction professionals from the
public and private sectors attended
the popular event.
Master of Ceremonies was TV
personality Adrian Logan, who
conducted proceedings. Speakers
included Gerard Graham, Chair of
the CIOB Belfast Hub, who gave
an update on the CIOB locally, and
Terry Watts, Managing Director
of the CIOB, who gave an update
on the development plans for the
Institute. The after-dinner address was
delivered by Belfast-born Stephen
Martin, the Director-General of the
Institute of Directors, who currently
holds one of the most influential
positions in UK business.
Several people received recognition
at the event including:
• Craig Glasgow for being awarded
the title of CIOB Part-Time Student of
the Year at Ulster University.
• Chris Da Mata, Philip Beattie, Neil

Lisa and Stephen Martin.
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Recana and Mark Kitson from Ulster
University for won the CIOB in Ireland
Student Challenge.
• Michael Cosgrave won the Joe White
Cup, as overall best student among the
further education colleges in the North
West.
• Joel Trimby for being awarded the
title of overall winner at the Building on
Quality Awards event in London in May
2017, which was hosted by The Institute
of Clerk of Works and Construction
Inspectorate of GB.
• Sharon Dempster for being the worldwide top student in the CIOB Chartered
Management Programme.
• Rhona Quinn OBE for receiving
a recent UK Honour for services to
the construction industry and the
community.
• Felim Blaney, Michael Yohannis and
Paddy Connolly for being finalists at the
CIOB UK Construction Manager of the
Year Awards 2017.
• Nick Oldfield for being the overall
winner of the CIOB in Ireland
Construction Manager of the Year
Award 2017.

Professor Philip Griffiths and Clare Mahon from Ulster
University along with University staff and lecturers.

• Margaret Conway for being the
overall winner of the CIOB UK
Construction Manager of the Year
Award 2017.
Commenting on the event, Gerard
Graham, Chair of the CIOB Belfast
Hub, said, “Local CIOB members did
very well this year, best typified by
Margaret Conway from McAleer &
Rushe, who won the coveted CIOB
UK Construction Manager of the Year
title. This is effectively the Ballon
d’Or of the construction industry, so
Margaret deserves tremendous praise
for her achievement. Overall, it was
great to see so many local members
getting recognition for their success
throughout the year.”
The event concluded with a
presentation to Ulster University for
its contribution to the construction
industry over the last 50 years.
Sponsors of the event were Ridgeway,
Hays Recruitment, Tughans Solicitors,
JP Corry, Creagh Concrete, Training
LMS, Titan Air-Conditioning, Farrans
Construction, and Keystone Group.
W: www.ciob.org

Margaret Conway from McAleer & Rushe along with
Rhona Quinn OBE from QMAC Construction.
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COMPANY PROFILE - MARTIN

NORTHERN BUILDER FINDS OUT
THE SECRETS TO THE SUCCESS
OF MARTIN - SPECIALISTS IN
BUILDING, CIVIL ENGINEERING
AND HARD LANDSCAPING... g

WE ARE
MARTIN

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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COMPANY PROFILE - MARTIN

OVERVIEW

FOR OVER A DECADE, THE VALUES OF BUILDING TRUST AND BUILDING EXCELLENCE
HAVE MADE MARTIN A SPECIALIST ACROSS THE UK AND IRELAND…

Big ambitions

A

relatively young company,
building specialist MARTIN
has made quite a name
for itself in both the UK and
Irish construction industry since
setting up in 2007. The company
was established by Wissie Martin
who’s life-long experience in the
construction sector meant he was
well placed to venture out on his
own and create the ‘MARTIN’
brand. Initially known as MARTIN
CSL, MARTIN switched its focus
from hard landscaping and civils
to building and since then, has
expanded into sectors including
automotive, commercial building,

tourism and infrastructure. This
growth has also allowed the firm
to enter other regional markets
including Aberdeen, Glasgow,
Manchester, Sheffield and
London.
The company ethos at MARTIN
is all about client satisfaction;
ensuring clients are happy
with the service they receive at
MARTIN is crucial when it comes
to maintaining sound relationships
and repeat business. Developing
and nurturing the needs and
skills of staff has also been key
to building a successful team at
MARTIN. With 25 members of

WHY
MARTIN?

Strategic
planning has
been key to
our success.
It’s not about
rolling the
dice and
hoping for
the best; we
have used our
experience
to take
small steps
forward.
Michael
Scullion,
Managing
Director

staff, the company plans to further
expand its numbers to capitalise
on the diverse range of projects it
currently has in the pipeline.
Repeat business and an
established presence in the
automotive sector has led to a
larger project portfolio which, says
Director Katie Martin, continues
to increase to this day. Describing
itself as a small company with
big ambitions, MARTIN is ISO
accredited and is about to
implement its own Right-Way
Safety initiative. The health and
wellbeing of its staff as well as
those impacted by its operations
are at the heart of everything
MARTIN does.
Thanks to this continued growth,
the company plans to move into
a new state-of-the-art premises
which is, says Managing Director
Michael Scullion, a reflection of
this forward-thinking business.

MARTIN, Unit C3 Willowbank Business Park, Willowbank Road, Millbrook, Larne, BT40 2SF
T: 028 9332 3733 - E: info@wearemartin.co.uk
W: www.wearemartin.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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J Murdoch Contracts
GROUNDWORKS
CONTRACTOR

Working alongside Martins we have undertaken projects

innovative and to consistently produce a high standard of

across the UK as well as the length and breadth of Ireland,

workmanship.

to include the Ancient East, Wild Atlantic Way, and many
other high-level construction projects. We are always striving
to develop our skills and ways of working, to be creative/

J Murdoch Contracts, 19a Ringcreevy Road, Comber, BT23 5JP.
T: 07725181234 - E: jfmurdoch@me.com

COMPANY PROFILE - MARTIN

BUILDING

WHETHER YOUR PROJECT IS A COMMERICAL EXTENSION OR A LARGE SCALE DESIGN
& BUILD SCHEME, MARTIN HAS THE RESOURCES, THE EXPERIENCE AND THE EXPERTISE
TO DELIVER…

The building blocks of success

O

ver the past few years,
MARTIN’s building
division has gone
from strength to strength,
growing exponentially thanks
to a high level of repeat
business. This growing
portfolio of repeat clients
is thanks to the company’s
expansion into sectors such
as automotive, transport,
infrastructure and commercial
building.
MARTIN has the capability and
is actively seeking building
projects in the £5-10million

pound range across a range
of sectors, whether it be
traditional build or Design &
Build. The company’s staff
have the required skills sets
to deliver these projects
efficiently and to the required
deadline. Recently completed
projects include VW Mallusk,
Belfast Rapid Transit, the
FPS warehouse extension in
Sheffield and Volvo, Stockport.
Current site works includes
Audi Guildford, VW Battersea,
FPS Phase 2, Belfast Rapid
Transit, York Street Substation,

WHY
MARTIN?

The support
I received in
my education
and during
my career
progression
has been very
motivating.
It’s also been
great to see
the company
grow from 12
to 25 in just
three years.

KFC Extension Aberdeen,
Minerva Street Overclad
Glasgow and a new Starbucks
Drivethru in Bloomfield. These
projects, in particular, highlight
the building team’s ability to
operate efficiently on live sites
or in busy retail environments.
A perfect example of this is the
extension to the FPS building in
Sheffield, which meant working
within a fully operational live
site. Despite the challenges
associated with a site like
this, the MARTIN team were
commended by the client for g

Gareth
Crawford,
Account
Manager
MARTIN, Unit C3 Willowbank Business Park, Willowbank Road, Millbrook, Larne, BT40 2SF
T: 028 9332 3733 - E: info@wearemartin.co.uk
W: www.wearemartin.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
www.redme.co.uk

n Commercial

n Residential

n Education

n Retail

n Hospitality

We are proud to have partnered with Martin Contracts in providing M & E Works for the build and refurbishment
of the new commercial Vehicle Centre in Mallusk, and look forward to continuing our valued relationship on the
new fit out of the Volkswagen car dealership in Battersea, London.

9 Sentry Lane, Newtownabbey, BT36 4XX
Tel: 02890 835858, Fax: 02890 848183
Email: info@redme.co.uk
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BUILDING

“The company has delivered several multi-million
pound projects across the UK simultaneously.”
k their ability to stay cool in

a pressurised environment
and complete the job
smoothly and efficiently. The
client also remarked on the
quality of the build which is
testament to MARTIN’s high
levels of workmanship.
MARTIN Contracting services
is at the forefront of D&B
state-of-the-art retail units
and can provide clients with
a multi-disciplinary team
approach, from its civils
team right through to the
build and fit-out stage. This

approach provides clients
with greater cost certainty
and an assurance that
MARTIN’s overall expertise
will be applied to their
project.
The company has delivered
several multi-million pound
projects across the UK
simultaneously. With a rapidly
growing supply chain made
up of a mixture of “tried and
tested” subcontractors and
suppliers, the MARTIN team
actively engage with the
local supply chain on each

WHY
MARTIN?

‘Our progression
from a 2-3
person
consultancy to
a multi-million
construction and
civils company
with 25 staff
members shows
a commitment
to making
Martin the
success it is
today.

project, an endeavour which
has helped the company
diversify and grow. Michael
Scullion, who has held the
role of Managing Director
at MARTIN since 2011,
is overseeing this growth
along with the company’s
continued expansion into the
UK.
Other projects completed by
MARTIN’s building division
include Audi Blantyre, Audi
Glasgow, VW Darnley,
Nissan Belfast and Nissan
Speke. The building team
are very excited to be on site
with their largest project to
date in Central London with
a three-storey VW fit out in
Battersea.

Michael
O’Boyle,
Contracts
Manager
MARTIN, Unit C3 Willowbank Business Park, Willowbank Road, Millbrook, Larne, BT40 2SF
T: 028 9332 3733 - E: info@wearemartin.co.uk
W: www.wearemartin.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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COMMERCIAL AND
DOMESTIC PAVING
CONTRACTS UNDERTAKEN
We source materials from all over the world
to create bespoke designs from a one-off
garden step to the Waterfront Hall.
PB Paving, 29 Coolnasillagh Lane, Draperstown, BT45 7EH
T: 028 7962 7176 - Paul: 0780 3892559 - Mark: 0770 6231749
E: paul.boone@btinternet.com
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

FROM TOURISM TO TRANSPORT, MARTIN’S CIVIL ENGINEERING DIVISION IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR DELIVERING PROJECTS OF EVERY SIZE AND COMPLEXITY...

Meeting the challenge

M

ARTIN’s experienced
and trusted civil
engineering division
works across several distinct
sectors including tourism,
transport, infrastructure and
large-scale commercial building
projects. A commitment to
delivering only the highest quality
projects has seen a satisfied client
base return to MARTIN time and
again.
The ability and experience of
MARTIN’s skilled civils team has
seen the company deliver some
interesting, complex projects
including Belfast Rapid Transit,

Larne Harbour upgrades and
new facilities at Smiley Monroe.
This work has also allowed the
company enter the tourism
sector, with several strategic
tourism projects currently in the
pipeline. All of these projects
have something in common – a
guarantee from MARTIN that the
highest levels of workmanship
will be applied to each and every
one.
This ‘can do’ attitude recently
saw Fáilte Ireland secure
MARTIN’s specialist skills to
deliver two of its signature
strategic growth programmes –

WHY
MARTIN?

As a family
business, we
are incredibly
passionate
about what
we do. Our
mission is
to keep on
delivering
exciting
projects that
really make a
difference.

Wild Atlantic Way and Ireland’s
Ancient East, covering 260 sites
across 22 counties. For the Wild
Atlantic Way, MARTIN was
appointed as main contractor on
the installation of photopoints
and interpretive panels, on
sites stretching from Donegal
through to Cork. With 196
sites in total and 26 of these on
remote islands such as Gabhla
and Toraigh Island, logistics and
planning were crucial to the
success of this scheme. Ireland’s
Ancient East was another
complex project, consisting
of the installation of bespoke g

Katie Martin,
Director
MARTIN, Unit C3 Willowbank Business Park, Willowbank Road, Millbrook, Larne, BT40 2SF
T: 028 9332 3733 - E: info@wearemartin.co.uk
W: www.wearemartin.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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MMcG
Roadmarks Ltd.
ROAD MARKING EXPERTS

FROM TRANSIT SYSTEMS TO
PARKING SOLUTIONS, THE TEAM AT
M MCG.ROADMARKS LTD CAN HANDLE IT ALL.
ROAD MARKINGS

Keep transit systems running smoothly with professional markings

CAR PARK MARKINGS

car park marking solutions with our team of road marking experts.

ANTI-SKID SURFACES

High quality anti-skid solutions for your site?

M McG. Roadmarks Ltd, 24 Moor Hill Road, Newry, BT34 2QJ
T: 020 3044 1549
E: mmcgroadmarks@googlemail.com
mmcgroadmarks.co.uk

MJ

moulds

ASPHALT AND BITMAC

• ROADS
• FOOTPATHS
• DRIVEWAYS

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR HIGHQUALITY AGGREGATES?
Tullyraine Quarries Ltd established in 1954 is a third generation family run
quarrying and civil engineering contracting company. The company is based
at our Banbridge quarry, where we extract aggregates for the production of
high PSV crushed aggregates. These aggregates are sold locally and exported
for the purposes of fill and production of secondary processed materials such
as concrete. The company also produces bituminous materials from two
batching plants, which are sold to both public and private sector clients in
addition to the company’s own civil engineering operation.

Wishing Martin CSL
continued success for the future

19 Brokerstown Road, Lisburn BT28 2EE
t: 028 9266 6174 m: 07801 347363
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

“Ireland’s Ancient East was a complex project,
consisting of the installation of bespoke signage.”
k signage, on sites stretching from

Cork through to Cavan. The work
also involved administration with
16 separate county councils, with
full safety and health plans in
place for each client. According
to MD Michael Scullion, in the
last 18 months the company has
delivered in excessive of €2million
in this sector.
Over the years, MARTIN has
developed a relationship with
clients that’s based on trust
on respect. Maintaining that
relationship while nurturing new

clients is something the company
takes very seriously.
The company is well used
to working with a variety of
different materials and suppliers
from across the globe to deliver
highly bespoke finishes, often
to extremely tight deadlines.
MARTIN’s highly specialist team
excels in high spec, demanding
environments, consistently
completing jobs to the highest
possible standard.
Having been exceptionally
well mentored on cashflow

WHY
MARTIN?

When it comes
to our clients,
MARTIN strives
to provide
value for money
and quality.
Customer
satisfaction
is key, with
Health and
Safety at the
forefront
of all work
undertaken.

management through very
difficult trading times, Michael
and Katie are proud to have
grown the company from £500k
to £15million. “It is imperative
that both our clients and our
supply chain can see that the
company is built on sound
financial foundations and has
managed to maintain a steady
progression over the years.
That’s just one of the reasons
why the civil engineering division
and indeed all sectors within
MARTIN have continued to
deliver such an impressive range
of products over the years,” said
Michael.

Catherine
Iremonger,
Finance
Administrator
MARTIN, Unit C3 Willowbank Business Park, Willowbank Road, Millbrook, Larne, BT40 2SF
T: 028 9332 3733 - E: info@wearemartin.co.uk
W: www.wearemartin.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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PAINT

A NEW ENAMEL PAINT AND A SKIMMING BASE COAT HAVE BEEN ADDED TO MAPEI’S
IMPRESSIVE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO…

Durability matched with quality

M

apei has
launched two
new products Dursilite Gloss, a semigloss enamel paint, and
Mapetherm Flex RP, a
flexible, ready-mixed
skimming base coat.
Introduced as part of its
popular range of Dursilite
water-based paints for
interiors, Dursilite Gloss
is an internal enamel wall
paint based on special
acrylic and polyurethane
resins and has a smooth,
semi-gloss finish that
enhances the brightness of
colours.
The new paint allows the
user to create a high-end finish, is
durable and resistant to yellowing
and, thanks to its polyurethane
resin content, is highly resistant to
staining. It can also cope with the
most rigorous cleaning regimes
and comes with a Class 1 wet scrub
resistance that conforms to EN ISO
11998.
Dursilite Gloss bonds perfectly to all
types of wall, plaster, skim coats and
old paintwork that are sound and
well-bonded; it also has good hiding
power and is easy to apply.
According to Mapei, an elegant,
high quality finish is achieved when
using Dursilite Gloss in residential or
commercial environments. Due to its
hard-wearing protection, excellent
cleanability and low dirt pick up,
Dursilite Gloss is recommended for
use in areas used by the general
public that are particularly exposed
to high wear and dirt.
Along with all products within the
Dursilite product family, Dursilite
Gloss can be tinted using Mapei’s
ColorMap automatic tinting machine.

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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Other products within the Dursilite
Gloss family include Dursilite Plus,
Dursilite Matt.

MAPETHERM FLEX RP
The other addition to Mapei’s
extensive product portfolio is
Mapetherm Flex RP – a ready-mixed,
cement-free, flexible skimming base
coat. The new product is extremely
elastic and due to added Bioblock
technology, is resistant to the
biological attack of mould and algae.
Developed by Mapei’s worldwide
Research & Development laboratories,
Mapetherm Flex RP is excellent for
repairing deteriorated insulating
systems and/or micro-cracked
render to form reinforced skim coats
on insulating panels and thermal
insulation systems.
It also contains versatile characteristics
that have been successfully used to
carry out repair and maintenance work
that is efficient and has an aesthetically
pleasing finish. An innovative use of
resin ensures that Mapetherm Flex
RP is highly elastic. It also adheres

“An innovative use
of resin ensures that
Mapetherm Flex RP is
highly elastic.”
perfectly to insulating panels, old and
new render, organic and cementitious
skimming compounds, and paint and
coatings including those which have
deteriorated – as long as they are
sound, well bonded to the substrate
and do not suffer from rising damp.
Mapetherm Flex RP can be tinted
using the Mapei ColorMap automatic
colouring system and also contains
Ultralite technology – a Mapei
certification that characterises
lightweight adhesives by their low
density achieved by adding tiny,
lightweight glass beads.
For more information, telephone
0121 508 6970, e-mail
info@mapei.co.uk or visit
www.mapei.co.uk
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INDUSTRY WELCOMES BOOST
TO ROADS MAINTENANCE
FUNDING

CONSTRUCTION BOOM BOOSTS TURNOVER
FOR MAC-GROUP
The Irish operation of Newry
based mac-group has recorded a
67% rise in revenues to £94million
for the year to December 31,
2017, with the £38million increase
from the previous year driven by
a number of high value projects
for multinational clients such as
Oracle, Jacobs and EY. Profits for
2017 were also up significantly,
rising to £4.9million from
£2.9million a year earlier.
Established in 2002, mac-group
is a specialist contractor in the
construction, refurbishment
and fit-out of commercial office

buildings. Its Northern Irish
operation is set to complete a
£11million refurbishment of River
House in Belfast this May.
Martin Daly, Group Finance
Director, commented: “The
Group’s existing order book
is extremely healthy with a
secured pipeline of work for
2018/19 which will help us to
grow all aspects of the business,
particularly in the UK fit out and
construction markets.”
For more information,
telephone 028 3083 3533 or
visit www.mac-group.com

The Quarry Products Association NI has
welcomed the announcement by the Department
of Infrastructure Permanent Secretary, Peter
May, that the 2018 /19 starting budget for roads
structural maintenance will start at a significantly
higher level than in previous years at some
£75million.
Gordon Best, Regional Director QPANI, said,
“Our industry and I am sure the vast majority
of the travelling public in Northern Ireland
will warmly welcome this announcement and
significant uplift in funding. However, the priority
now must be to get road maintenance schemes
identified, planned and delivered on the ground
over the next six or seven months so that work
takes place during the longest days, with better
weather ensuring better quality, improved safety
for the road user and road worker and importantly
ensuring better value for money.”
Mr Best added, “QPANI is now calling for a longterm commitment by the Departments of Finance
and Infrastructure to longer term, adequately
funded maintenance budgets that will ensure
our existing infrastructure is looked after and
adequately maintained.”
For more information, telephone 028 9082
4078 or visit www.qpani.org

WORK TO START ON BROOK LEISURE CENTRE
Heron Bros is starting work on the
new £15million Brook Leisure Centre,
part of a £40million investment by
Belfast City Council in west Belfast.
The project is one of seven new
leisure centres the council is building
as part of its £105million Leisure
Transformation Programme. The
selling-point at Brook will be on
58 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

outdoor leisure provision along with
the existing 3G pitch.
Damian Heron, Group Managing
Director at Heron Bros, said, “Heron
Bros is delighted to begin work on
Brook Leisure Centre. We will be
simultaneously delivering three Belfast
Leisure projects; Andersonstown,
Brook and Robinson Centres which

are due to be completed in late
2019. These projects will enable us to
expand on our impressive portfolio
of leisure facilities whilst providing
significant community benefits to the
wider Belfast area.”
For more information, telephone
028 7962 8505 or visit
www.heronbros.com
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OCTABUILD

NORTHERN BUILDER UNVEILS ALL THE WINNERS
AT THIS YEAR’S OCTABUILD BUILDERS’
MERCHANTS AWARDS NORTHERN IRELAND…

The best builders’
merchants
revealed!

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD

THE FIFTH OCTABUILD
AWARDS IN NORTHERN
IRELAND ARE ANOTHER
MAJOR SUCCESS AS
OCTABUILD MEMBER
COMPANIES SHOWCASE THE
BEST THE PROVINCE HAS TO
OFFER..

Celebrating the
best builders’
merchants

B

uilders’ merchants from Belfast,
Lisburn, Newry, Larne, Coleraine
and Ballywalter were honoured
at the fifth Octabuild Builders’
Merchant Awards for Northern Ireland,
which were held on the 12th of April
at a gala event in the Hilton Belfast.
An important date in the construction
calendar, companies who participate
in the Octabuild Awards all operate
independently but share a number of
important attributes. They all have a
solid manufacturing base in Ireland,
operate to the highest technical and
management quality standards and
are market leaders in their business
sectors. Octabuild member firms
also use builders’ merchants as their
primary sales route to the enduser. The annual Octabuild Awards
recognise and celebrate those
merchants in Northern Ireland who
consistently strive for excellence.
Almost 250 representatives from
the merchant and building industry
attended the gala event where the
province’s most respected builders’
merchants were honoured. The
building material manufacturers who
organised the awards as Octabuild
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include Gyproc, Dulux Paints, Glennon
Brothers, Kingspan Insulation, Sanbra
Fyffe, Tegral and Wavin.
On the night, Octabuild chairman
Declan Smyth commented that
Octabuild companies come together
to promote the supply of quality
products and to highlight the benefit
of dealing with merchants who
operate well-managed business and
who believe in providing a quality
service. “Measuring ourselves
against our peers in any business is
essential if we are to improve our
competitiveness. Octabuild established
these awards to do just that, to give
you the opportunity to see how
your businesses match with your
competitors and to learn from the
results.”
Declan went on to talk about the
performance of the industry over
the past eight years. “We appear to
be in recovery mode although the
prospect of Brexit makes it difficult to
be confident of that continuing. Until
more clarity emerges, the uncertainty
will no doubt lead to delays in
companies making decisions on capital
spending.”

According to the Construction
Skills Network, construction output
growth in Northern Ireland is
projected to average 0.5% a year up
to 2022. This limited growth means
that business focus, management,
customer service and premises must
become best-in-class if merchants
are to compete for the business
available. “The Octabuild group of
companies is very pleased that we
have the opportunity to support you
in this endeavour by making these
key areas the focus of our awards.”
The Octabuild Awards began
34 years ago and in that time,
merchants across Northern Ireland
have come together to promote
the supply of quality products and
to highlight the benefit of dealing
with merchants who operate wellmanaged business and who believe
in providing a quality service.
Speaking to the audience, Declan
said, “The fact that you entered
the Octabuild Builders Merchants
Awards is a signal that you
subscribe to this ethos.”
To find out more about Octabuild,
visit www.octabuild.ie
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• Gyproc is the market leader in plaster,
plasterboard and drylining systems. Since
its conception in 1936, Gyproc has provided
innovative, cost-effective and reliable
products that meet the demands of the
construction industry. Looking to the future,
Gyproc is determined to remain at the
forefront, as market leader, continuing to
provide innovative and sustainable design
solutions.
www.gyproc.ie

• Glennon Brothers is the leading timber
processing form last year celebrated
100 years in business. The company is now
the premier name in the Irish and UK timber
processing industry, with its plants in Ireland
and Scotland offering a one-stop-shop
solution to the construction, pallet wood and
fencing industries.
www.glennonbrothers.ie

• ICI Dulux Ltd is one of the most
internationally famous paint brands and one
of the first companies to introduce alkydbased paints. Dulux is part of AkzoNobel,
leading global paints and coatings company
and a major producer of specialty chemicals.
www.dulux.ie

• Kingspan Insulation is a market-leading
manufacturer of premium and high
performance rigid insulation products and
insulated systems for building fabric and
building services applications. Kingspan
Insulation has a vast product range, including
premium performance rigid Kooltherm®
insulation; high performance rigid Therma®
insulation; and high performance rigid
extruded polystyrene insulation.
www.kingspaninsulation.ie
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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• Sanbra Fyffe Ltd is the chief
company of the Northstone Group
and it has been a manufacturer and
wholesaler of plumbing supplies to
the builders’ merchant trade since
1934, providing a countrywide
delivery service for all its various
brands. The company’s ability to
grow is as a result of its tradition,
manufacturing excellence, market
knowledge, a skilled and motivated
sales team and a brand name
synonymous with a quality product
and service.
www.sanbra.ie

• Tegral Building Products Limited
is Ireland’s leading supplier of
roofing and cladding materials and
is the only Irish manufacturer of fibre
cement slates. Tegral also supplies
metal roofing and cladding products
for agricultural and industrial
buildings. Based in Athy, Co. Kildare
the company has been an integral
part of Ireland since 1936 and
celebrates its 80th anniversary this
year.
www.tegral.com

• Wavin Ireland is a member of the
Wavin Group - the world leader in
plastic pipe systems for residential,
non-residential and civil engineering
projects. Systems offered, include
market leading above and below
ground drainage and Hep2O hot
and cold plumbing and underfloor
heating, as well as a wide range of
Wavin drainage and stormwater
management solutions for all
application areas. www.wavin.ie

Winners…
•

BUILDERS’ MERCHANT
OF THE YEAR
JP Corry, Lisburn

•

PREMISES AWARD
JP Corry, Coleraine

•

MANAGEMENT AWARD
MacBlair, Larne

•

BUSINESS FOCUS
AWARD
Newry Building Supplies,
part of the Murdock Group

•

CUSTOMER SERVICE
AWARD
Haldane Fisher Ladas
Drive, Belfast

•

OWNER-MANAGER
SINGLE SITE
NG Bell & Son, Ballywalter

•

MULTI-LOCATION
BRANCH
MacBlair Boucher, Belfast
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REPRESENTATIVES
FROM NORTHERN
IRELAND’S
LEADING BUILDERS’
MERCHANTS AND THE
INDUSTRY’S LEADING
MANUFACTURERS WERE
OUT IN FORCE FOR THIS
YEAR’S AWARDS…

Enjoying a
great night
out!

Jason Kelly, Sharon Quigley, Steven Smethrust and Robert Burry from MacBlair Eglington.

Deidre Byrne, Ciaran Beirne and Debbie Maloney from
Sanbra Fyffe.

Marc Edgar, Louise Owens, Janet Purse and Wesley McCracken from JP Corry.

Ken Robson, Murdock Kennedy Way and Des Patterson
Murdock Civils.

Mairead McDermott, Stephen McAlister and Claire
Milliken.

Steven White, MacBlair, Kieran Burke, Grafton and
Michael O’Donohue, Wavin.

Dermott McDaid, Gyproc, Gary McCafferty, Murdocks
and Russell Maguire, Murdock.

Martin Kearney and Michael Delergy from MacBlair.

Graham Carson, Barry McKenna and Alastair Hopper
from Murdocks with Sean Walsh, Gyproc.
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JP Corry, Lisburn, Overall Winner for 2018.

Declan Smyth, Gyproc, Anne Marie Harte, Irish Hardware
Association and Paddy Kelly, Tegral.

Patrick Carroll, Stephanie Hawkins, Lawrence Murdock
and Glen Davidson from MacBlair.

Andy Green, Laura Robinson and Mark Wilson, MacBlair.

Murdocks - Alan Paul, Robert McSpadden, Adam Bradford, Mark Cairns, Sean Clarke
and Thomas McKinstry.

Maurice McBride, Tegral, Dermot McDaid, Gyproc, Neil McGowan, JP Corry, Jonathan
Ward, Tegral and Ian Hanna, Tegral.

Mark Cairns, Adam Bradford and Robert McSpadden, Murdocks.

Declon Conlan, Glennon Bros, Padraig Murphy, Glennon Bros, Bernard Crumlish,
JP Corry and Pat Glennon, Glennon Bros.

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD SPONSOR - GYPROC

GYPROC ANNOUNCES SEVERAL IMPROVEMENTS TO ITS GYPFRAME PRODUCT RANGE…

The backbone to drylining just got stronger

G

yproc has improved its
Gypframe product range,
starting with the popular
48S50 and 70S50 C studs and
associated standard channels, with
a pipeline of continuing evolution
over the next few years. The stud leg
length has been increased by 5mm to
give a bigger target for board fixing,
making installation on-site easier. For
added rigidity, especially on the legs,
the corners have been embossed.
This reduces the effect of twisting and
moving as the board is fixed in place,
making installation quicker and easier,
whilst also providing a stronger wall
with significantly less deflection.
The dimensional changes and
increased rigidity also help the stud

engage firmly in the track – it ‘snaps’
into place and stays there. The new
metal is completely compatible
with all existing Gypframe products
and also has prominent branding
for rapid identification on-site and
in-store.
As with all Gyproc products, resellers
and installers can access expert
technical guidance about Gypframe
through the company’s experienced
technical team and readily available
product literature. Gyproc can
support customers either on-site,
via telephone or through its range
of online tools and resources. The
company also offers a diverse range
of free and paid-for training courses
in various drylining disciplines to help

Gyproc can support
customers either on-site,
via telephone or through
its range of online tools
and resources.
resellers up-skill their staff teams.
Gyproc has over 80 years’ experience
in developing products in the interior
lining sector and is continually
developing its range to provide
market-leading performance. The
company provides innovative,
cost-effective and reliable products
that meet the demands of the
construction industry.

T: 00353 (0)1 629 8400
enquiries@gyproc.ie
www.gyproc.ie
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD SPONSOR - TEGRAL

SPECIALISTS IN FIBRE CEMENT MATERIALS, TEGRAL’S PRODUCT PORTFOLIO INCLUDES
SLATES, SIDINGS, CORRUGATED SHEETS, FACADES, FIXINGS AND ACCESSORIES…

An integral part of
roofing since 1936

T

egral is the only manufacturer
of fibre cement slates in Ireland
and the UK. The company
designs and manufactures its products
to withstand the toughest weather
conditions. Its flagship products
include Thrutone Endurance and
Rivendale – Ireland’s strongest slates.
Tegral packs more cement into its
slates and extra reinforcing fibres to
give them the highest density, making
them the strongest on the market. A
siliconised paint coating provides the
best quality colour and finish. Tegral
also offers a wide range of top quality,
classic natural slates sourced from the
best quarries around the world.
A roofing material that’s growing
in popularity, Tegral’s fibre cement
corrugated sheets or ‘Profile6R’ is
becoming more and more popular in
residential projects as a modern roof
solution.
As part of its ‘Raising the Standards
of Roofing’ initiative, Tegral will be
adding top quality vapour permeable
breather membranes to its roofing
components range. Its Ventex breather

membranes will accommodate a wide
range of roofing requirements across
Ireland and will also be added to the
Tegral Roofing Academy training
schedule.
Underpinning everything Tegral does
is an ongoing commitment to health
and safety, sustainability and quality.
The company is the only fibre cement
slates manufacturer in the world to

have achieved an “Excellent” rating for
responsible sourcing in the BES 6001
Standard.
Product quality is matched with
local knowledge and customers in
Northern Ireland are looked after by
Tegral’s dedicated local team, which
includes Jonathan Ward, Ian Hanna
and Maurice McBride, led by Sales
Manager, Alan Donohoe.

Tegral Building Products Limited, Kilkenny Road, Athy, Co. Kildare
Find your local Tegral advisor on www.tegral.com
or call us on +353 (0) 59 863 1316
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD SPONSOR - KINGSPAN INSULATION

WITH FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF INSULATION, KINGSPAN HAS A SOLUTION FOR
EVERY PROJECT…

Kingspan - The solutions provider

W

hen choosing insulation
there are a wide variety of
options to consider with
regards to material, cost-effectiveness,
thermal performance, sustainability
and available thickness. Kingspan
Insulation manufactures five types
of insulation for a wide spectrum of
applications. These include:
• Optim-R – Vacuum Insulated Panel
• Kooltherm – Rigid Phenolic Insulation
• Therma – Polyisocyanurate Insulation
• Styrozone – Extruded Polystyrene
• Aerobord – Expanded Polystyrene

FIVE INSULATION TYPES
Kingspan Optim-R is a vacuum
insulated panel which is an optimum

performance next generation
insulation solution. The high quality
product achieves an outstanding
low thermal conductivity, with
the thinnest possible solution to
insulation problems. Kingspan
Kooltherm Insulation is the
company’s premium performance
rigid phenolic insulation with low
thermal conductivities. It can be used
in an extensive range of new and
existing building applications.
Also available from the company
is Kingspan Therma, a high
performance polyisocyanurate
insulation which can also be used
in an extensive range of new and
existing building applications.
Kingspan Styrozone Insulation is a

high performance rigid extruded
polystyrene insulant designed to
meet the needs of specialist projects
which require a heavy duty robust
insulation. It is available in a number
of high compressive strength grades
to suit a range of service loads.
Finally, Kingspan Aerobord
Insulation offers a wide range
of high performance expanded
polystyrene insulation boards for
floors, walls and pitched roofs. High
performance platinum expanded
polystyrene beads are also
available in the Kingspan Aerobord
Insulation range. These products
are suitable for pumping into cavity
wall constructions and an Insulated
Foundation System.

Kingspan Insulation Ltd, Bree Industrial Estate, Castleblayney, County Monaghan
T: 00353 42 979 5000 – F: 00353 42 975 4237 – F: info@kingspaninsulation.ie
www.kingspaninsulation.ie
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD SPONSOR - WAVIN

2018 IS A VERY SPECIAL AND MOMENTOUS
YEAR FOR WAVIN AS IT CELEBRATES 60 YEARS
BUSINESS IN IRELAND…

60 years of excellence

F

rom very modest beginnings,
Wavin Ireland has grown
to become the largest
manufacturer and leading supplier of
plastic pipe systems and solutions in
Ireland.
As Wavin celebrates 60 years
business in Ireland this year, we take
a look back at one of the biggest
social revolutions to happen in
Ireland – the safe supply and access
of running water to households
across the country.

GROUP WATER SCHEMES
The contribution of Wavin to
rural water supply has been
enormous. Wavin, together with
the Department of Environment,
brought running water to rural
homes across Ireland through the
Group Water Schemes initiative. Up
until the 1950’s piped water supply
in Ireland was virtually unheard of

outside of Ireland’s major towns
and cities.
The supply of piped water had
an enormous contribution to the
social and economic development
of rural communities throughout
the country and brought about
fundamental changes to the
quality of life and living standards
for those living in rural Ireland.
The first Group Water Scheme
was developed in the late 1950’s
and is credited to Father Joe
Collins who arrived in Kilbride
as parish priest in 1957. Collins
originally trained as an engineer and
sought to organise a water supply
to the local houses from the springs.
A national water strategy aimed at
increasing the provision of piped
water in rural areas was subsequently
rolled out and grants were provided
to incentivise group water schemes.
Once the scheme was organised

and approved, a detailed drawing
of the works was produced and sent
to Wavin for pricing. Wavin worked
collaboratively with each scheme,
sending its technical representative
down to train the group to ensure
a smooth and efficient project
completion. Group Water Schemes
were an outstanding success and
changed the lives for many people living
in rural Ireland.

WAVIN TODAY
For the past 60 years Wavin has focused
on superior customer service, product
innovation and a passion for quality. As
we now enter a mature market where
plastics are the dominant player, Wavin
will continue to respond to the different
challenges that both the economy and
market face. Wavin will always continue
to develop and innovate and looks
forward to the what the next 60 years
bring.

T: 00353 (0)1 802 0200
E: info@wavin.com
W: www.wavin.com/en-ie
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD SPONSOR - SANBRA FYFFE

A LEADING DISTRIBUTOR OF QUALITY & CERTIFIED PLUMBING PRODUCTS, THE KEY TO
SUCCESS AT SANBRA FYFFE IS VERSATILITY....

A reputation for quality

S

anbra Fyffe has been a
manufacturer and wholesaler
of plumbing supplies to the
builder’s merchant trade since 1934.
Based in Santry, Dublin, Sanbra Fyffe is
Ireland’s premier brass plumbing fitting
manufacturer, and its Instantor® range
of compression fittings is certified
to NSAI standard IS EN 1254-2, with
WRAS approval also being awarded to
the range.
Another range with just as much
credibility as Instantor® Brass
Compression is Sanbra Fyffe’s
‘Instantor Press System’. A vast
range of press fittings made from the
same high grade CW617N brass &
a multilayer Pex-Al-Pex pipe which
combines all the advantages of
metal and plastic pipe. The system
is WRAS approved and certified to
NSAI standard EN ISO 21003. These
certifications truly show a statement
of quality and highlight Sanbra Fyffe’s
commitment to the supply of superior
plumbing fittings.
In September 2017, Sanbra Fyffe and
their sister company, Herron & Sons,
joined forces in a deal with a New
Zealand water solution specialist,
Hansen. In a unique collaboration the
two companies have teamed up with
Hansen to bring an unrivalled and
internationally acclaimed range of
water system products for commercial,
domestic and agricultural use to the
Irish Market.

Sanbra Fyffe’s extensive range of
plumbing products was further
expanded in March 2018 with the
news of the company acquiring
the Elemex brand of domestic
heating solutions which include
domestic immersion heaters that
come in several thread sizes to fit all
commonly used water cylinders and
in three different sheath material, to
suit various water qualities.
Northern Ireland has long been a
strong market for Sanbra Fyffe, with
a valued customer base in both

builders’ merchants and plumbing
and heating stores; as with all
Octabuild companies, this has always
been Sanbra Fyffe’s route to market.
The company offers a range of over
4,000 products to the industry,
comprising fittings, valves, pumps,
pipes, vessels, sinks and taps. A
reputation for quality products,
coupled with a reliable and swift
delivery service, means that
Sanbra Fyffe maintains its motto
of over 80 years - ‘Quality without
compromise’.

“In September 2017, Sanbra Fyffe and their sister
company, Herron & Sons, joined forces in a deal with a
New Zealand water solution specialist, Hansen.”

T: +353 (0)1 8426255
E: sales@sanbra.ie
www.sanbra.ie
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OVERALL WINNER 2018

Overall Award, JP Corry Lisburn - Collected by Michael Gilvary.

JP Corry, Lisburn

D

escribed by the Award’s judges
as an “exceptionally well-run
business”, JP Corry Lisburn
is this year’s winner of the Builders’
Merchant of the Year award. The branch
employs 16 full and part-time staff. An
impressive and extensive product range
combined with a knowledgeable and
friendly team has elevated this builders’
merchants, making it a most deserving
winner of the overall Octabuild award.
Michael Gilvary is Branch Manager at
JP Corry Lisburn. He attributes the
branch’s exceptional win to the efforts
made by the team to continuously
strive for improvement, both at Group
and branch level. “Having already
won Octabuild awards in our branch,

including the best overall award in
2012, we listened to the judges’
feedback and used it to help us
identify target areas for improvement.
That, along with engaging with
and listening to our customers, has
helped us to identify and implement
improvements across all areas of our
business.” Michael adds that extensive
improvements have been made at the
branch including a remerchandising
project to make it more customer
friendly, a refurbishment of the trade
centre with a new entrance created
and new showrooms. “We have also
embraced JP Corry Group initiatives
such as our new website, our Customer
Experience Team and more recently

we’ve been promoting our newly
launched Build Aviator facility.”
Engaging with and listening to
customers is at the forefront of JP
Corry Lisburn. “There are many aspects
of customer service that we focus
on, from stock range and availability,
quality of products, competitive
pricing to efficient delivery services
and ensuring a safe and welcoming
environment for them to visit.”
The branch also utilise the JP
Corry specialist sales team who
offer expert advice on a range of
products such as commercial doors
and washrooms, civils products,
architectural ironmongery, specialist
timber products, brick and stone

‘An enthusiastic “Have a go” attitude has made it a
builders’ merchant to be reckoned with.’
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OCTABUILD

OVERALL WINNER 2018

“We listened to the judges’ feedback and used it to help us identify target
areas for improvement.”
products and specialist rainwater and
drainage systems. “There’s an old
phrase that people buy from people.
Whilst the personal touch is still very
important, customers are now looking
for more. Offering excellent customer
service with an extensive stock range,
competitive pricing and efficient
delivery service is very important but
having a responsible sourcing policy,
a chain of custody on timber products
and excellent ethical and health and
safety standards also keeps customers
coming back to us.”
An impressive landscaping and roofing
display as well as a doors and floors
showroom have also contributed to the
branch scooping the overall award. All

members of staff at JP Corry Lisburn are
well experienced and are regularly trained
on new products and changes to building
regulations. Upon visiting the branch,
awards judge James Burke remarked that
JP Corry, Lisburn, was a very energised

branch with a strong team spirit. An
extremely well laid out external site
with good signage combined with an
enthusiastic “Have a go” attitude has
made it a builders’ merchant to be
reckoned with.

Laganside Business Park, Hillsborough Old Road, Lisburn, BT27 5EW
T: 028 9266 2047 - E: lisburn@jpcorry.co.uk
www.jpcorry.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD

WINNER PREMISES AWARD

Premise Award, JP Corry Coleraine - Collected by David Shirley

JP Corry, Coleraine (H&T Bellas)

A

s JP Corry’s newest branch,
the team in Coleraine have
a lot to be happy about at
the moment. The branch scooped
the coveted Best Premises accolade
at the Octabuild Awards, beating
off stiff competition from more
established builders’ merchants from
around the province.
After acquiring H&T Bellas in 2017,
JP Corry undertook a complete
refurbishment of the Colerainebased branch in July. It now offers
an extensive new product range and
an enhanced shopping experience
for local tradespeople and DIY
enthusiasts. The expanded product
range makes H & T Bellas a onestop-shop for both trade and retail
customers in the local area. Branch
Manager Ryan Orr says the makeover

has provided better-quality facilities
for both customers and staff. “A
full DIY and building supplies range
was introduced as part of the
development while the shop also
boasts an impressive showroom
which highlights JP Corry’s door and
flooring ranges.”
A modernised shop lay-out has
made it much easier for customers
to navigate the space. Customer
service is key and something that all
13 members of staff take extremely
seriously.
“The shop and yard redesign
combined with a new landscape
centre, showroom, car parking
facilities and expanded product
offering makes the store a welcoming
environment to local tradespeople
and DIY customers. As soon as

“A full DIY and building
supplies range was
introduced as part of
the development while
the shop also boasts an
impressive showroom
which highlights JP Corry’s
door and flooring ranges.”
customers come into the premises,
they notice the changes we have
made. The wealth of knowledge
and experience of staff in store and
breadth of product range keeps them
coming back.” Ryan added.

12- 14 Mountsandel Road, Coleraine, Co. L’Derry, BT52 1JD
T: 02870342205 - E: coleraine@jpcorry.co.uk
www.jpcorry.com
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OCTABUILD

WINNER CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customer Service Award, Haldane Fisher, Ladas Drive, Belfast Collected by Dennis Pollock

Haldane Fisher, Ladas Drive, Belfast

C

ustomer service is front and
centre at Haldane Fisher
Ladas Drive, with a strong
emphasis on ensuring the customer
leaves with the right product for the
job. All staff members have been
extensively trained on the branch’s
product range and are ready and
willing to help customers select the
right product for their particular
needs.
In the customer service category,
marks are allocated for trade counter
service, attitude to trade customers
both in person and on the telephone
and other services provided.
After visiting the store, the judges
remarked that there was a very
clear focus on customer service. The

area where the emphasis is very much
on the main trade customers. Excellent
customer engagement means the
customer feels valued and looked after
the minute they enter the branch, while
good product knowledge ensures
they leave the store satisfied with their
purchase. Judges also commented on
the real sense of energy in the branch,
which highlights the improvements
that have been made at Haldane Fisher
Ladas Drive over the past couple of
years. Branch Manager Dennis Pollock
and his team have made a concerted
effort to raise standards across
the store, efforts which have been
recognised and rewarded by Octabuild
at this year’s awards.
Operating for over 72 years, this

branch boasts a dedicated collection

branch of Haldane Fisher has perfected

“Branch Manager Dennis
Pollock and his team have
made a concerted effort
to raise standards across
the store, efforts which
have been recognised and
rewarded.”
the art of customer service. All 23
members of staff are dedicated to
providing customers with the best
service and are well versed on all
products stocked at the branch. Staff
at Haldane Fisher Ladas Drive aim to
support all its customers across all
types of projects, big or small.

59-75 Ladas Drive, Belfast BT6 9FR
T: 028 9022 5000 - E: sales.ladas@haldane-fisher.com
www.haldane-fisher.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD

WINNER MANAGEMENT AWARDS

Management Award, MacBlair Larne - Collected by Barry McKay

MacBlair, Larne

P

art of MacBlair for 12
years, MacBlair Larne was
recognised for its excellence
in management at the Octabuild
Awards. The branch truly embraces
the group customer service ethos of
“Here to Help”. Its dedicated team
takes great pride in ensuring their
extensive knowledge of the products
they sell is continually developed
through a program of continuous
training.
Barry McKay has been the Branch
Manager at MacBlair Larne for the
past three and a half years. In that
time, he has transformed how its sales
team operates. “I put a lot of time
and effort into studying our account
base, our performance and what
products we’re capable of supplying.
This information forms part of

bespoke reports that I create every
two weeks or so for my sales team.
These reports help the team focus
on specific areas that they need
to target.” The vital information
contained in these reports play a
big part in helping the sales team
do their job successfully. “Feedback
from sales has been incredibly
positive. It’s something I take great
pride in.”
The enthusiasm and commitment
shown by all members of staff more
than make up for the branch’s
physical size. “We strive to ensure
that our core range of products are
stocked at all times. Responsibility
for replenishment and ordering is
allocated very clearly; we want to
see the customer leaving the branch
with the product they need.”

It’s
down to
everyone’s
hard work.
This is
very much
a team
award, I couldn’t have
won it on my own.”
Barry says winning the Management
Award is thanks to the team’s overall
effort. “It’s down to everyone’s hard
work. This is very much a team award, I
couldn’t have won it on my own.”
52 Circular Road, Larne, BT40 3AB
T: 028 2827 2031 - E: larne@macblair.com
www.macblair.com
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OCTABUILD

WINNER OUTSTANDING MULTI-BRANCH

Multibranch, MacBlair, Boucher - Collected by Tom Dunn

MacBlair, Boucher, Belfast

M

acBlair Boucher’s award
for Best Multi-Branch is
testament to the team’s
exceptional attention to detail when
it comes to store lay-out and internal
display. The branch impressed
the judges with its external yard
and trade parking, which have
been finished to an extremely high
standard. An eye-catching, wellplaced Watershed Bathroom and
Tile showroom further adds to
the branch’s credentials, while it
was clear that much attention was
given to the branch’s strong feature
displays of guttering, bricks etc.
Operating for over 45 years,
MacBlair Boucher has 35 members of

staff who pride themselves on strong
product knowledge. According
to Branch Manager Tom Dunn,
customer service is the cornerstone
of the business. “A high level of
repeat business perfectly illustrates
how seriously customer service is
treated at the branch by all members
of staff.”
An innovative approach to
promoting the business through
attention-grabbing displays and an
impressive lay-out, from store and
office to parking areas, has made
MacBlair Boucher a most deserving
winner of the Best Multi-Branch
award. The staff display a genuine
pride and passion when it comes

“A high level of repeat
business perfectly
illustrates how seriously
customer service is treated
at the branch by all
members of staff.”
to their roles, something which was
very much on display when the judges
visited the branch.
Describing itself as much more than a
builders’ merchant, MacBlair Boucher
specialises in doors and ironmongery,
civils, bathrooms, paint and plumbing
& heating.

4 Balmoral Road, Belfast, BT12 6QA
T: 028 9055 1379 - E: boucher@macblair.com
www.macblair.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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OCTABUILD

WINNER BUSINESS FOCUS

Business Focus Award, Newry Building Supplies, Collected by Colm Campbell

Murdock Builders Merchants, Newry
(Newry Building Supplies)

W

inner of the Business
Focus Awards, Newry
Building Supplies is part of
Murdock Builders Merchants, a leading
independent supplier of timber and
building materials. With 13 branches
and four specialist divisions, the
business is built on relationships and
prides itself on providing a quality
service at the right price to customers
across Northern Ireland and Dublin.
As one of a number of Murdock
branches, the team at Newry Building
Supplies is continually looking at ways
to improve its focus on the business.
“This includes reviewing our customer
service, keeping the correct stock on
the ground at our branches and liaising
with our other Murdock branches or
internal companies. We are always
striving to ensure our business runs

as efficiently as possible,” said Colm
Campbell, Branch Manager.
Two specific sales teams have
been developed at Newry Building
Supplies, one to focus on large
contractors and the other to focus
on the day to day contractor and
the self builders. Staff members
pride themselves on their excellent
customer service skills. “We’re not
naïve to think we have it cracked;
we will always strive to improve our
customer service and will continue to
look to outperform our competitors in
this area. We recently conducted an
independent survey of the NI market
and we scored exceptionally well in
our customer service section.”
The branch enjoys a high level of
repeat business, mainly due to the
relationships that staff have built up

“Two specific sales teams
have been developed at
Newry Building Supplies,
one to focus on large
contractors and the
other to focus on the
day to day contractor
and the self builders.”
with customers. “We generate a
lot of trust from our customers to
delivery on our promises. We always
put the needs of our customers first
and will work around any deadlines
our customers may have.”

Rampart Road, Greenbank Industrial Estate, Newry, BT34 2QU
T: 028 3026 7626 - E: newry@murdockbuildersmerchants.com
www.murdockbuildersmerchants.com
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BRICKS

BUILT BY BAM AND DESIGNED BY REDDY ARCHITECTURE, NEW MILL STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION IN DUBLIN ISN’T YOUR TYPICAL STUDENT HOUSING PROJECT…

A ‘home from home’ for students in Dublin 8

C

omprising 400 bedrooms
across 61 cluster flats in a 4-7
storey courtyard block, the
project was delivered at a budget
of €31 million last September. The
protected structure at 10 Mill Street
and the adjoining Mission Hall
building were also refurbished, while
derelict industrial buildings were
removed to give views and access to
the seventeenth century boundary
wall of Warrenmount Convent. A
new public space at the heart of the
development along with additional
landscaped spaces on the site finish
off a project which has completely
changed the dynamics of the area and
has become a valuable new amenity in
the community.
Creating functional, sustainable
and aesthetically-pleasing student
housing may have been the primary
aim of the team behind the project,
but it certainly
wasn’t the only one.
New Mill Student
Accommodation has
had a regenerative
effect on the area,
boosting the longterm economic
benefit of what
was a redundant
site and creating a
distinctive focal point
for the surrounding
neighbourhood. From
the outset, the history
of the site was a
consideration for the
architects and played
a pivotal role in the
aesthetics of the
project. When it came
to material selection,
the site’s heritage
became an even more
important factor.
The existing listed
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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brick façades to No. 10 Mill Street
led to a brick palette being specified
for the new building elements. This
helped the architects to seamlessly
blend the old with the new
without trying to conceal the
merits of each while creating
a binding theme through
the entire development. A
Vandersanden Corum brick
supplied by Kingscourt
Country Manor Bricks was
chosen for its natural softedged appearance and
colour lightness, texture and
overall aesthetic properties.
A popular grey sand cement
mortar was used with a
concave joint throughout the
project and has allowed the
designers to respect the site’s
historical significance while
creating something fresh and
vibrant. The durability and
sustainability of the Corum
brick means that it will last
just as long as the original
buildings on the site.
New Mill Street
Accommodation has been

praised for creating a new prototype
of what student accommodation
should look like. The development
not only features a variety of en-suite
cluster flat rooms and studios, but
it also features a variety of shops, a
restaurant and an incubation hub for
local businesses. This is being viewed
by many as the catalyst for a number
of projects, either currently in planning
or underway, in a previously neglected
area of the city.
T: 028 9077 7321
E: info@kcmb.co.uk
W: www.kcmb.co.uk
Alternatively, visit the showroom
at 12 Herdman Channel Road,
Belfast, BT3 9LG

PROJECT TEAM...
Project: New Mill Student
Accommodation
Architect: Reddy Architecture
Contractor: BAM Building
Brick Used: Corum
Year built: 2017
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MASONRY REINFORCEMENT AND RENDER MESH

THE LEADING CONSTRUCTION CONNECTOR MANUFACTURER EXPANDS ITS RANGE WITH
MASONRY REINFORCEMENT AND RENDER MESH…

New products from Simpson Strong-Tie

L

eading construction connector
manufacturer, Simpson StrongTie, has introduced a new range
of masonry reinforcement and render
mesh solutions for timber and masonry
construction. The company is renowned
for the consistent development of
innovative products and this latest
expansion includes:
• Bricktor® for crack control
reinforcement
• Brickforce® for structural reinforced
masonry applications
• Bricktie® - developed to overcome
the problems associated with lifting
heavy blocks in the construction of
215 mm and greater thickness walls
• STUCANET HGBM and EBM purpose designed steel welded wire
mesh plaster and render carriers
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Sales Director, Jon Head,
commented, “The introduction
of a complete suite of masonry
reinforcement products means
that, along with our wall ties, frame
ties and joint hangers, we can now
offer the widest range of masonry

connectors to the UK construction
sector.”
Visit the Resources page at
www.strongtie.co.uk for more
information and to download the
handy flyer, packed with product
details and installation advice.
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AFTER FIVE DECADES, AG’S HERITAGE BRICK RANGE IS STILL PROVIDING SPECIFIERS AND
DEVELOPERS WITH CHOICE AND QUALITY…

TRADITION,
REINVENTED

D

ue to increased demand for
innovative bricks with a heritage
feel across the housebuilding,
conservation and restoration sectors,
AG is highlighting the benefits of its
patented fine cast brick collection which
has been in production since 1960.
While the collection has been
aesthetically designed to mirror the
appearance of its traditional clay
counterpart, technically it goes above
and beyond, presenting an array of
added benefits.
The Heritage brick range epitomises
quality and emanates attention to
detail, appealing to those seeking the
uppermost standards of style.
The Heritage brick collection is
produced in Mid Ulster from local

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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materials in an environment that
employs 100% renewable energy,
leading to a much sought after BRE
Green Guide ‘A’ rating. Available
in an unusually large range of rich
colour-blends and a full range of
complementary specials with short
lead times for made-to-order items,
the fine cast brick collection offers
infinitely more potential when
compared to the broader market.
This gives customers the ability
to create a signature style with a
decidedly heritage feel.
As well as being fully frost resistant,

the fine cast brick collection is free
from soluble salts, which means that
the chance of efflorescence occurring
is very low in comparison to clay brick
alternatives.
AG believes the Heritage brick
collection has the potential to play
a crucial role in meeting increased
demand across the UK and Ireland
by specifiers and developers who
are looking for bricks with a heritage
appearance that will truly stand the
test of time.
For more information, visit AG’s
website at www.ag.uk.com
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MOISTURE PROTECTION

TEC7 INTRODUCES GT7 400ML WITH NEW 2-WAY SPRAY NOZZLE…

Cobra strikes with GT7 2-Way nozzle

T

ec7 has introduced GT7 400
with the new Cobra 2-Way
nozzle to the already wellestablished family of products. With
a multitude of various applications,
GT7 has been around for the last
eight years in 200ml and 600ml
versions and has become a firm
favourite with trades people and
DIY enthusiasts.
More than just a penetrating oil, the
product is also a lubricant, cleaner,
contact spray, protector, fights
rust and is a water repellent. Due
to its unique ‘Cold Shock Effect’,
GT7 delivers an instant reaction

when sprayed onto rust, causing
the particles to freeze. GT7 is also a
fantastic moisture repellent; simply
spray the GT7 onto the working
parts of your power tool and you
will have instant protection against
moisture. GT7 is also fantastic for
loosening those stubborn bolts that
do not want to be opened.
Spray GT7 on to the nut and bolt
and leave it for a few minutes
to work. Don’t worry if the bolt
is standing upright – GT7 defies
gravity and works its way up the
bolt.
W: www. tec7.ie

“More than just a penetrating oil, the product is also
a lubricant, cleaner, contact spray, protector, fights
rust and is a water repellent.”
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ACOUSTIC MADE
INSULATION
UNDER
SCREED
FROM RECYCLED RUBBER GRANULES
SOLUTIONS FOR CONSTANT LOADS UP TO 20 T/M2
AND IMPACT SOUND IMPROVEMENT UP TO 39 DB

DAMTEC® products
are quickly and
easily installed
directly under
screeds and offer
an impressive
range of technical
characteristics as a
solution for a wide
range of applications.

Features and benefits:
• with European Technical Approval (CE label)
• brilliant noise insulation with a low panel thickness
• outstanding compressive strength and load-bearing performance
• permanently elastic
• highest resiliency even after years of use (does not compress and reduce sound absorption)
• very low emission
• waterproofed and rot-proofed
• very environment-friendly, recycled rubber can be recycled again
• fast and easy installation

Laydex (NI) Ltd, 4/5 Falcon Way, Belfast BT12 6SQ Tel: 028 9038 2223 Fax: 028 9038 2230
Email: sales@laydex.com - www.laydex.com

CIOB NEWS

PROFESSIONAL
construction

JUST BECAUSE YOU START
IN A TRADE DOESN’T MEAN
YOU CAN’T PROCEED TO
FORMAL QUALIFICATIONS,
AS SEAN O’BRIEN, A
CO-OPTED COMMITTEE
MEMBER OF THE CIOB
BELFAST HUB, EXPLAINS...

Career
progression
through a trade
background

A

s a committee member of
the CIOB Belfast Hub - the
administrative centre for
Northern Ireland and Donegal - I am
the link between the main centre of
activity and the North West in the
Derry/Londonderry region.
I have been co-opted onto the
committee primarily due to the need
to continue the representation of
members in the North West but
also to continue the association with
further education colleges (FECs) and
institutes of Technology (ITs) West of
the Bann.
I have been fortunate enough to be
associated with North West regional
activities, Continual Professional
Development (CPD) events for the
local membership and also the
Joe White Award. This award was
developed by the North Western
Centre and is a collaboration between
CIOB and the local FECs and ITs.
These educational establishments,

Sean O’Brien accepting The Joe White Cup on behalf of Michael Cosgrave from Sligo IT - overall best student
among the further education colleges in the North West.

formally seven but now reduced to
four due to amalgamations, nominate
students who have achieved high marks
in an academic year in a constructionrelated course. These ‘best students’
receive a CIOB Bronze medal and
certificate to commemorate this
achievement. These four students are
appraised in response to a constructionbased essay question with the
adjudicated ‘overall best student’ for
the academic year chosen to receive a
further commemorative certificate and
presentation of the Joe White Memorial
Cup.
From a fairly young age, I knew that
my career path was set as my Dad was
told every Saturday morning to “make
sure you take that young fella with you”
This was more to do with getting me
out from under my mother’s feet rather
than learning a trade. From cleaning
out plaster from the inside of switch
and socket boxes to making up lighting
pendant drops, my future was set.

My own career formally commenced
in October 1977 with an
apprenticeship with a local electrical
contracting company where I was
able to progress to estimating and
managerial positions.
To formalise my managerial skills,
I commenced on a part-time CIOB
DMX course for two nights per week
over a two-year period, funded by
myself, and I gained MCIOB status in
February 2007. In February 2013, I
made the transition from the private
sector to the public sector by taking
up the post of a Mechanical and
Electrical Maintenance Officer with
the Western Education & Library
Board, which has since become
part of the Education Authority for
Northern Ireland.
It is great to see so many others
following a similar path. At the latest
Conferring of Members event in
Belfast in Titanic Quarter, a local
M&E company had some of their

“Managers obviously see the benefit in future proofing
their business through the CIOB.”
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CIOB NEWS

In each issue of Northern Builder will focus on a member of the CIOB Belfast
Hub Novus Group, which aims to prepare young people to be the next
generation of construction leaders.
staff conferred as MCIOB. They
had commenced as apprentices
but their managers, who have
previously progressed to Fellow
status and had also achieved
Chartered Building Company
status, obviously see the benefit
in future proofing their business
through the CIOB.
One of their engineers told me
that, in seeking a professional
qualification, the route through
this process has given him a
better understanding of the
construction processes. He is
delighted to be on the same
level as many of the managerial
teams who are constructing and
delivering buildings within the
built environment.
This is another example of
the success of CIOB and it is
great to see the hard work of
those talented individuals and
companies within our local
industry being rewarded.
Sean O’Brien is a Chartered
Construction Manager,
Chartered Environmentalist
and a Fellow of the Chartered
Association of Building
Engineers and a Chartered
Building Engineer. He is a coopted member of CIOB Belfast
Hub and can be contacted at
sean.obrien@eani.org.uk

NOVUS PROFILE
JOHN MONAHAN
EDUCATION CHAMPION
From a very early age I
showed a keen interest in
construction, excelling in
Technology and Design in
school. I went on to study
Architecture at Queen’s
University, Belfast, graduating
in 2011. I secured a one-year Part 1
contract with an Architecture firm in
Delft, Netherlands, working on projects
in The Hague and Rotterdam.
It was during this time that I recognised
my strengths in design/project
management. On my return to Belfast,
I went on to study a Master’s degree in
Construction Project Management at
Queen’s University, graduating in 2013
with a Distinction.
I joined Farrans Construction in
2014 as a Graduate Planner working
on education projects in Essex and
London. My ambition and enthusiasm
was rewarded in February 2016 when
I was offered the chance to join the
Design Management team. In my
new role as Design Manager, I have
been lucky to work on a variety of
schemes at many levels, including
tendering, Pre-Construction Services
Agreements (PCSA) and live jobs. My
current project is the construction of
an All-Through school in Chichester
in the South of England. This is a very
unique and challenging project as it
is a combination of a new build and
the refurbishment of an old Carmelite
convent built in mid/late 1800s.
The drive and support provided by
Farrans to each member of staff
to complete CPD and professional
memberships afforded me the

opportunity to gain
Chartered Membership
of the Chartered Institute
of Building (CIOB) in
December 2016.
After attending a number
of CIOB events, such as a
site visit to Downpatrick
Leisure Centre hosted
by Felix O’Hare and the
Belfast Walking Tour, I
decided to join the CIOB Novus group.
I wanted to engage with other young
construction professionals who are keen
to make their mark on the construction
industry in Northern Ireland.
I was elected as Education Champion
in October 2017 and was tasked with
organising a CPD event in conjunction
with Mott MacDonald. This event
took place in January in The MAC,
Belfast, with a presentation on ‘BIM;
past, present and future’ by Richard
Shennan, Mott MacDonald Digital
Business Development Director and
leader of the Group BIM strategy since
2011.
The event was a huge success, covering
past and present issues such as the
adoption of model-based design,
construction process efficiency, logistics
planning and delivering added-value to
owners. What I found most interesting
was Richard’s outlook on the future
adoptions of BIM; that is, seamlessly
linking data from the likes of TFL and
Google maps to enhance design,
interaction and understanding of client/
stakeholder needs.
If you would like to join the Novus
Committee or would like to co-host
an event, feel free to contact John
Monahan at jmonahan@farrans.com
or Emma Brennan at
ebrennan@farrans.com

For more information on the CIOB, contact Niamh Webbley-O’Gorman,
Development Manager – Ireland, on 00353 (0)1 344 630 848 or 00353 (0) 87 783 1234,
e-mail NWebbley-OGorman@ciob.org.uk or visit www.ciob.org
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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ROOFING AND CLADDING

THE EVOLUTION CONTINUES AT RILCO WITH
THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEW TEXTURED
SLATE FROM SVK…

Rilco introduces
the Cromleigh
Textured Slate

A

s Ireland’s leading
started as a sole agent for SVK
supplier of roofing and
fibre cement products back
cladding materials, RILCO
in 2009. After noticing a gap
Roofing & Cladding Materials
in the market, he established
prides itself on the consistent
Rilco in 2012 to offer a more
evolution of the company’s
comprehensive range of both
product range. The latest addition pitched and flat roofing materials
is the new Cromleigh Textured
from leading manufacturers. Rilco
slate from SVK – another quality
works across the UK and Ireland,
example of the Cromleigh range
supplying into the industrial,
of slates, providing a 30 year
commercial, agricultural and
structural guarantee along with
residential markets. While SVK
a 20 year colour guarantee as
products are, for the most part,
standard. SVK are a company with supplied through builders’
over 100 years of manufacturing,
merchants, Rilco’s extensive
providing both fibre cement
range of products are supplied
slates and façade boards to the
directly to steel erectors, roofing,
market. The SVK
building contractors
range includes
RILCO Roofing & and also specialist
slates, corrugated
cladding contractors.
Cladding Materials Rilco supplies the
S6 profile sheeting
prides itself on
and façade panels.
SVK Profile S6
The extremely
corrugated fibre
the consistent
high-quality SVK
cement sheets range
evolution of
fibre cement façade
of double pressed
the company’s
panels create
corrugated sheets
unprecedented
which is among the
product range.
variation and
best that can be
combination possibilities. Thanks
currently found on the market.
to the broad colour palette
These durable and extra-strong
andthe many shapes and sizes,
fibre cement corrugated sheets
they fit every design. Because the
contain carefully selected, highcladding panels are manufactured quality fibres which protect the
from timeless and natural
roof against the most extreme
materials, they also feature a
weather conditions. Rilco’s
distinctly durable character.
product range also includes
Discover the entire range of
Joris Ide insulated wall and roof
façade panels here at https://
systems; Fatra environmentally
svkarchitecturelabs.com/en/
friendly single ply PVC roofing
RILCO, the company, is an
membranes; Onduline corrugated
example of product development
bituminous sheeting, Combiboard
and evolution. Managing
PVC construction panels and
Director, Robert Sunderland,
profiles.
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RILCO AND SVK RANGES
For more information on the RILCO and SVK
range, contact Christos Michaelides, Regional
Sales Manager for Northern Ireland on
00353 (0)86 0238138, e-mail christos@rilco.ie
or visit www.rilco.ie
FOLLOW US ON:

www.northernbuilder.co.uk

We Don’t Bend on Quality

CROMLEIGH RUSTIC SLATE

The Slate Cottage, Nuttstown, Clonee, Dublin 15, Ireland.
T: 00353-1-8015690 E: info@rilco.ie - www.rilco.ie

CEF NEWS

NORTHERN BUILDER BRINGS YOU THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE CEF - THE CERTIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE BODY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN NORTHERN IRELAND…

‘Pretty flat’
outlook for sector
in next 12 months
NEW CEF/BDO SURVEY FINDS CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES FACING INCREASED OBSTACLES
TO SUSTAINED GROWTH…

T

he second Construction
Employers Federation CEF/BDO
Northern Ireland Half-Year State
of Trade Survey has revealed that the
books were full or nearly full for almost
half of local construction companies
during the second six months of 2017,
albeit that this was down on the first
six months of the year. The survey
results are based on a sample of 70
CEF members that represent 50% of
Northern Ireland’s construction output,
weighted across its constituent parts –
general contracting, civil engineering
and housebuilding – and company
turnover.
Key survey findings:
• During the second half of 2017, just
under half of firms worked at full or
almost full capacity.
• This was down on the first six
months of 2017 when two-thirds of
companies worked at full or almost
full capacity.
• As anticipated in our previous
survey results in August 2017, costs
were up across the board for firms
– from labour costs to material costs

to plant costs.
• Looking at work expectations in
the Northern Irish market over the
next 12 months, around two-		
thirds of firms expect it to level out
or, indeed, decline.
• Only a small number of firms see the
next 12 months as being about
survival – a third are focused on
stability, a quarter on growth, and a
third on increasing profitability.
• Firms are much more positive
about the next 12 months outside
of Northern Ireland in terms of work
expectations.
Taking these factors into account, the
sector’s outlook is pretty flat in terms
of employment growth over the next
12 months – albeit that shortages in
trades such as bricklayers, plasterers
and joiners are reported across the
board.
The industry is emphatic that the
failure to restore the Northern Ireland
Executive is a clear impediment to its
sustainability and growth. This has had
- and will continue to have - a major
impact on tenders coming to market as

well as, given the planned expenditure
on flagship projects, the volume of
capital available for other estate
maintenance works.
Additionally, while the industry has
welcomed the extra clarity on Brexit
provided by December’s UK-EU deal,
there is significant uncertainty as to
what companies should be preparing
for in terms of the final outcome.
Commenting on the survey results,
CEF Managing Director, John
Armstrong, said, “The survey results
reflect the anecdotal feedback we
have been hearing from the industry
for months. While workloads have
remained broadly positive, and the
vast majority of the industry is beyond
purely focusing on its own survival,
the year-long political deadlock at
Stormont has definitely begun to feed
through.
“With less than 50 public sector
construction projects currently out
to tender, less than half the amount
in October, the industry is fast
approaching a dead end in terms of its
public sector workload.”

Construction Employers Federation, 143 Malone Road, Belfast, BT9 6SX
T: 028 9087 7143 – E: mail@cefni.co.uk
www.cefni.co.uk
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ACOUSTICS

ECOPHON PRODUCTS PROVED THE PERFECT FIT FOR THE REFURBISHMENT OF CLEAVER
HOUSE IN BELFAST…

Quality matched with aesthetics

C

leaver House is a six-storey
listed building and prime
property located on the
corner of Donegall Square North
and Donegall Place in Belfast city
centre. In 2017, extensive works were
completed on the building which
included a refurbishment and office
accommodation fit-out on floors two to
five, along with a new reception area
on the ground floor. A full strip-out
and installation of new mechanical,
electrical and sprinkler services and
installation of a roof top external plant
room were also carried out.
The accommodation includes a

combination of open plan and modular
offices, as well as tea points, lifts,
sanitary accommodation, meeting
rooms, hearing rooms, boardrooms
and communications rooms.
Various Ecophon products were
selected to suit different areas of the
building and to utilise the budget as
effectively as possible. Todd Architects
liked the finish of Ecophon’s Focus Ds
with concealed grid system, and opted
to change the lighting in order to
retain this system.
“The acoustic performance of the
rooms and spaces was a paramount
consideration during the fit-out works

at Cleaver House. The ceilings also
required some intricate detailing and
followed curves established in the
plan. We were keen to use Ecophon
products as these fulfilled both the
functional and aesthetic requirements.
We are delighted with the result
and appreciative of the skill and
workmanship required to fit them,”
said the team from Todd Architects.
Focus Ds is ideal for applications
where a suspended ceiling with
a concealed grid is required, but
individual tiles must be easily
demountable. The product design
allows for easier assembly, integration

“Ecophon develops, manufactures and markets acoustic products
and systems that contribute to a good working environment.”
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ACOUSTICS

of light fittings and ventilation. The
ceiling has an even appearance, while
the bevelled edges form a discreet
groove between the tiles. The fact
that the product features easily
demountable tiles was a big plus for
the architects.
Manufactured from high density glass
wool, the visible surface of the tiles
has an Akutex FT coating while the
back of the tile is covered with glass
tissue. To improve absorption in the
low frequency range, Ecophon Extra
Bass can be installed on top of the
suspended ceiling.
“Ecophon products were chosen

primarily for acoustics and for their
appearance. They’re also quality
products and easy to work with.
The client and architect are very
impressed with the finished result,”
added Darren Cushe of HSU
Construction, who was responsible
for the supply and fit of all internal
partitions and suspended ceilings in
the Cleaver House refurbishment.
Saint-Gobain Ecophon develops,
manufactures and markets acoustic
products and systems that contribute
to a good working environment by
enhancing peoples’ wellbeing and
performance.

PROJECT TEAM...
Architect: Todd Architects
Contractor: Tracey Brothers
Ceiling Contractor: Darren Cushe,
HSU Construction
Project size: 1500m2
Products: Focus Ds (400m2), Focus
E (576m2), Gedina E (145m2),
Advantage E (360m2), Solo Circles
(32no)

Andrew Acheson, Area Sales Manager for NI: 07717 538 983
E: andrew.acheson@ecophon.co.uk
www.ecophon.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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FIRE SAFETY CONFERENCE 2018

DIVERSE AUDIENCE ATTENDS THE FIRE SAFETY CONFERENCE IN BID TO ADVANCE THE
FIRE SAFETY MESSAGE…

Delegates learn lessons in the design and
management of high rise buildings

T

he initial finding and outcomes
of the Grenfell Tower
tragedy were central to the
recent Building Control Fire Safety
Conference in Northern Ireland.
Held in February at the Armagh City
Hotel, the conference’s purpose
was the promotion and sharing of
fire safety knowledge and expertise
throughout the province. Each
year the BCNI Fire Safety Panel
strives to raise the standards of
fire safety and also awareness of
the need to consider fire safety in
everyday scenarios that construction
professionals may face.
This was the most successful Fire
Safety Conference, with almost 200
delegates in attendance across the
two-day conference, representing
a wide range of disciplines,
including Building Control, NIFRS,
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entertainment licensing, university
delegates and fire engineers. All topics
covered were especially relevant to the
high-rise buildings, including:
• External Thermal Composite Systems
• Sustainability, Insulation and Fire, are
they compatible?
• Fire Safety of Facades – What are the
Challenges?
• Challenge faced by the NIFRS
• Safe Evacuation for all
• The future of high rise buildings
In addition, 15 trade stands represented
a variety of products relating to fire
safety, ranging from passive/active
fire protection to cladding panels and
university masters courses.
Speakers were experts in their field from
a range of disciplines and were sourced
from all areas of the country, and further
FOLLOW US ON:
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FIRE SAFETY CONFERENCE 2018

afield, to impart their knowledge and
share their research findings.
The Head of Regulatory Affairs at
the Kingspan Group, Roy Weghorst,
travelled from the Netherlands to
deliver his presentation on the fire
safety of facades and full scale testing –
especially relevant after the publication
of Judith Hackitt’s interim report.
In his opening address the Chair of The
BCNI Fire Safety Panel noted, “It would
be remiss of me not to mention the
tragic events of Grenfell that touched
us all last June. To watch this terrible
event unfold was truly heart-breaking,
and our sympathies and condolences
went out to all those affected.”
During the conference, delegates
looked at the issues raised in the first
report by Dame Judith Hackett, who
was appointed to lead an independent
review into the tragedy. Speakers
touched on issues raised within the
report, such as the need for a culture
change, with industry taking greater
responsibility.
In addition to Roy Weghorst, speakers

at the conference included Merlyn
Forrer, Operational Station Manager
with Greater Manchester Fire &
Rescue Service; Ian Gough, Senior
Technical Advisor to the British
Automatic Fire Sprinkler Association
(BAFSA); David Adamson, NIHE
Fire Safety Manager; Ben Bradford,
Founder and CEO of BB7; and Larry
Cody, a consultant, specialising
in insulation and fire performance
providing standards expertise to the
EPFA.
Other speakers included David
Ware, a fire expert with 30 years’
experience; Dorothy Ramsbottom,
DNA Development and Cold Case
Manager at Forensic Science Ireland;
Karen Boyce, Senior Lecturer in
School of the Built Environment
and a member of FireSERT; Geoff
Somerville, Group Commander with
NIFRS; and David O’Reilly, an expert
in Passive Fire Protection.
For more information on the
Fire Safety Conference, e-mail
firesafetypanel@gmail.com

“Speakers were all experts in their field from a range of disciplines
and were sourced from all areas of the country, and further afield,
to impart their knowledge and share their research findings.”
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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PRODUCT NEWS

Have your cake and eat it
with Rockfon

I

conic Dublin landmark, Bewley’s Grafton Street, has
reopened following a €12million restoration. Brendan
Duffy of Gilligan Architects chose Rockfon Mono
Acoustic ceilings for the project. “The smooth render of
Rockfon Mono Acoustic provides a seamless surface in
keeping with the original. In addition, it conceals that it’s a
modern acoustic treatment.”
For further information contact Gerard Clarke,
Rockfon’s Specification Sales Manager for Ireland on
00353 (0)86 0302730 or on Gerard.Clarke@rockfon.com

Rockfon aims for growth
in Ireland with new
Specification Manager

R

ockfon has announced
the appointment of
Gerard Clarke in the
new role of Specification
Sales Manager. “I’m looking
forward to the challenge of
increasing the awareness
and specification of these
innovative stone wool
solutions which includes
the recently launched
Rockfon Blanka dB ceiling
tiles – a unique range that
can provide both sound
absorption and sound
insulation performance.”
For further information
contact Gerard Clarke,
Rockfon’s Specification Sales Manager for Ireland on
00353 (0)86 0302730 or on Gerard.Clarke@rockfon.com

design, plan, build
Kilbroney Timberframe Ltd, Valley Business Park, 48 Newtown Road, Rostrevor, Co. Down, BT34 3BZ.
T: 028 4173 9077 - E: info@kilbroneytimberframe.com
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT GENERATION
IN CONSTRUCTION GLOVES

TOUCH - FEEL COMFORT - SAFETY
ARE YOU
HAPPY WITH
YOUR CURRENT
PRODUCT?

ORDER
YOUR
FREE*
TRIAL
PAIR
TODAY

E: info@safetyni.com
* WHILE STOCKS LAST

Safety Solutions NI
Unit 4, Lissue Industrial Estate East, 9 Lissue walk,
Lisburn, Co. Antrim N.Ireland, BT28 2RB

T: 028 9262 2444
www.safetyni.com

RIGHT FIRST TIME, EVERY TIME.

Whether CB Contracts are fitting
a replica floor in the historic SS
Nomadic docked at the Titanic or
completing a 1,000-unit student
accommodation in Portsmouth,
their ethos is always the same,
‘right first time, every time’. This
is why CB Contracts are one of
the leading painting, hygienic
finishes and flooring contractors
in the UK and Ireland.
With over 30 years’ experience in
the industry of soft flooring and
painting, they are at the fore front
of innovation in customer service
and have recently opened a new
sample room in their Belfast
offices which showcases vinyl,
rubber, linoleum and wooden
flooring
options
alongside
carpets, hygienic finishes and
paints. The purpose of this room
is for the company to bring
together suppliers, end users
and specifiers to discuss projects
and schemes.

For further information on the services
CB Contracts provide, please contact them on
028 90732926 or at info@cbcontracts.com.

